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Red Cross
fundraising
ties in with
Haiti relief
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Statt Writer
Between Haiti relief efforts
and locally based fundraising,
the Calloway County chapter of
the American Red Cross is
keeping busy.
The
ACR
this
week
announced its long-term recovery' plan tor
spending the
remainder of
nearly
the
S-400 million it
has received in
Haiti
donations.
The
announcement
comes
two
days before an
international
donor's conference hosted by the United
Nations to discuss ways that
governments and non-governmental organizations cal help
rebuild Haiti after it was deva.stated by a 7.0 magnitude earthquake on Jan. 12.
According to a press release.
the American Red Cross has
raised 1396 million for the Haiti
relief and development efforts
In the first I I weeks. the
American Red Cross has
already. spent or allocated a
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Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
Wednesday Mostly Sunry
Highs in the mid 70s
winds 10 to 15 mpii

South

Wednesday night Ciear
Lows around 50
Thursday Mostly Sunny.
Highs !n the upper 70s
Thursday
night .Clear.
Lows in the lower 50s
Friday...Clear. Highs in the
upper 70s.
Friday night...Clear Lows in
tne mid 50s.
Saturday.. Mostly
sunny
Highs around 80.
c oSuadtyu rwditahy
nlght Parts;
a chance of showers and a slight chance of thunderstorms
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Winters says
Ky. budget
compromtse:?..
coming soort:-:,

By TOPA BERRY
....
Staff W
irr
,itten
r
-•-•
...
istrict Sen. Ken Winters sayi
therr! are differences between budg;
etN now under review by the
Kentucky. House and Senate strong philosophical disagreement between Democrats
and Republicans, hut he believes a compromise budget will be offered to Gov.
Steve Beshear soon
Winters (R-Murfay)
said this week that he has
been kept updated on the
status and substance of
the talks that lasted
throughout the early part
of this week According
to an Associated Press
report this morning, negotiator, wrapped up anothWinters
er round of closed-door
talks Tuesday night with
Senate President DAVILi Williams reporting
progress.
"Everybody is working hard. Everybody.
is tired," Williams said. 'That's not to say
t
e ttryptehi
opnlgeottave always been agreeable on

F

KYSER LOUGH

Ledger b Times

DOCTORS' DAY: Keith Bailey, CEO of Murray-Calloway County Hospital, adds a chicken wing to the plate of
Barbara Higgins, environmental services aide, dunng the MCCH Doctors' Day luncheon Tuesday. In appreciation for employees, the hospital provided the lunch for all staff and a breakfast buffet for physicians.

GOP wary of health repeal push in fall races
Party officials say
focus on issue
carries big risks
By CHARLES BABINGTON
and PHILIP ELLIOTT'
Associated Press Writers
ASHINGTON (AP) -- Top
Republicans are increasingly
womed that GOP candidates
thi s lal I might be burned by a fire that's
roaring through the conservative base:
demand for the repeal of President
Barack Obama's new health care law.
It's fine to criticize the health law
and the way Democrats pushed it
through Congress without a single
GOP vote, these party leaders say. But
focusing on its outright repea: carries
two big risks.
Repeal is politically and legally
unlikely, and grass-roots activists may
feel disillusioned by a failed crusade.

W

More important, say strategists from
both parties. a fiercely repeid-the-bill
stance might prove far less popular in
a general election than in a conservative-dominated GOP pnmary, especially in states such as Illinois and
California.
Democrats are counting on that scenario. They say more Americans will
learn of the new law's benefits over
time and anger over its messy legislative pedigree will fade. For months,
1)emocrins have eagerly catalogued
Republican congressional candidates
who pledge to repeal the health care
law, vowing to make them pay iri
November.
Republican leaders are stepping cautiously, wary of angering staunchly
conservative voters bent on repealing
the new law. In recent public comments, they have quietly. played down
the notion of repealing the law while
emphasizing claims ttiat it will hurt
jobs, the economy. and the deficit.

Sen. John Cornyn
ot Texas, who chairs
the
committee
responsible for electing GOP senators this
fall, said in an interview, "The focus
really' should be on
the misplaced priorities of the administraComm
tion' and Congress'
Democratic leaders.
"The No. 1 concern of the public is
jobs arid people losing their homes,"
he said. "The administration has been
obsessing on this health care bill."
Asked if he advises Republican
Senate candidates to call for repealing
the law, Cornyn said: "Candidates are
going to test the winds in their own
states. ... ln some places. the health
care bill is more popular than others.On Tuesday., Cornyn issued a 1,280-

•See Page 3A

\Winters said a House budget that took on
about S2.2 billion in debt for water, road
and other protects is one of the differences
lawmakers will have to come to agreement

III See Page 3A

Eggner's Ferry bridge
reopens after being
struck by barge
Staff Report
The Eggners f•erry Bndge A uroi a v. as
temporarily closed this morning after
being struck by a barge. The bridge carriek
U.S. 68/KY 80 traffic across Kentucky
Lake arui The Tennessee River at the.
Marshall County. and Trigg County Line,
at the western entrance to the Land
Between the Lakes National Recreation
Area.

•See Page 3A

Historic preservation
asset to communities
Special to the Ledger
RANKFORT, Ky. - In
light of ongoing news
reports of joblessness in
Kentucky and with state and
federal budgets experiencing
record shortfalls, supporting
and maintaining successful
programs that have a demonstrated return on investment is
of paramount importance to
the state's future.
Preservationists
across
Kentucky are rallying to
remind elected officials and
their local leaders and decision
makers that preserving a community's historic assets not
only generates public-private
investment but creates jobs
and spurs related investment,
according to information supplied by Deana Wright.

1r

4110Parker Ford

Murray Main
Street manager
The current
federal budget proposes
elimination of
the
Save
America's
Treasures and
Wright
Preserve
America
grant programs, both of which
have been extremely important
to Kentucky. it was reported.
The budget proposal also cuts
funding for National Heritage
Areas by about SO percent at a
time when Kentucky has several feasibility studies underway as a prerequisite to desig-

•See Page 8A
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Lincohi-Mercury
Body Shop
ON Ali MIXES & MODELS!

Has partnered with AAA to offer youauto and home
insurance including discounts for members.
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1ncle-penchent
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761 lahr et.•Murray•(270)frss-arrs
www.parkerford.00m
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Grants from Save America's Treasures arid Preserve America programs support the preservation of local lreasures," which include sites like the former Murray Post Office on 4th Street
that is now the Robert O. Miller Conference Center. While no funding has been received locally by the program, there are eligible for the grants.

Lindy &Alter

753-5842

Terry Iluthar
Insurance unbent/Mien by Auto Club Proporty-CssuAlty insu.ance Co
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Worship Services
t Easter Musical
"The Reason for the
Old Rugged Cross"

Dill 12

JD1.11 I/3?
Sunrise Service
6:00 a.m.
C. ome

Mitchel Jon Conceit 10:00 a.m.
VVorship Service Ri Fodow
Evening Worship - 6:00 p.m.

Liou are 3, worship with
..5UncriaLi at 10:0 a.m.

Sunday,April 4, 10:30 a.m.
1-15

Church

CA;.a"

"ettel.1144
,
i 04.4 -t,Lib &l
ie
& Maple - The Maple Center
753-1040 or 7i

lt,20

Brother Sammy Cunningham, Pastor
617 S. 9th St.• Murray

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
207 Robartsion Rd. South • Murray, KY 42071
270-753-8240
www.wbemurray.org

ALLELIIIA!
THE LORD 1,f RISEN!
ST,JOHN'S

EPISCOPAL

Reverchol Dr. Ruth &prat Senior Mirwar
Toms Seipti, Jr.. Director of(hiJoirola & loud,

CHURCH
1820W. Main St, Murray
(270)753-6908
itttirJhans.slohnsnuarray.org

111 N. 5th Street
Aturray, KY 42071
(270) 753-3824
wwwfccmurray.com

Whoever you are,
Wherever you are on your
journey of faith,
We welcome you
without condition.

Maundy Thursday, April 1, 6 p.m.
Maundy Thursday Take Service:
rile FeSows* of the Upper Room and Service of Tractive 1"Shadow
s"1
Easter Sunday — April 4
9 Lin. — Celebration Service
9:0 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. — Easter Fellowship Breakfast
Potitick1
10:45 Lea. — Traditional Service with Chfidrea's Play
Ctiarea's Easter Egg Haat will be held daring tbe Tradition
al Service.

Great Vigil et Easter,Saturday at8PM
Easter Sunday Service,10:30 AM
Don EH anniallowne an Mervin SurvIcol

mmanuel Lutheran Church

Chri
st is Risen!
Please join
us telebration

8:3Id
Mil

TiAinik

EASTER SERVICES
i- HolzaTspc,,,r.d.,
,yrd_jam p.m,

Easter Egg Hunt Sat., April 3rd 11 a.m.
62AI

Good Friday - 7:00 p.m.
Celebration Of the Passion
Holy Saturday - tt:00 p.m.

S.1211filieh

Maundy Thursday with Holy Communion - 7:00 p.m
Goocl Friday - 7010 p.m. Worship
Easter Breakfast - 8:30 a.m. isunday sthooi 9 30
Festival Communion Service - 10.30 a m.
EVERYONE: WELCOA1E!
Rev. Dr.(
-liar] Faster
100 S. I5th Street • Murray, KV
krunsintiel murray-ky.fiet

Raze;&OW,

OMMUNITY WIDE
i,ISTER EGG HUNT

Easter Vigil

,...

Ba fist
203 S4

or 4 I

St. / 733-18;4

Easter Sunday fillaas
8 a.m. & 11 a.rn..

St. Leo Catholic Church
44)1 N 12th St • Murray Is V
'
.senho
llhe,a
P
1181,1111,1rlik

au .1 ileM1 RR 11*.611C:

First United Methodist
31)111(
U45

Saturday, April 3rd, 2010 • 1 p.m.
Ligitt itefieslannin Served

Service Times
8:45 a.m.
11'00 a.m.

•

5106514 bViittet

MEMORIAL
BAPTIST
CHURCH
of 10th seri

Sunday School
9:50 a.m.

"The Difference Ea.ster 11.1akes—
Mark 16:1-8
Reverend Richard Smith
503 Maple Street • Murray, KV
www,M141THAr514.910
12701 753-3812

Streets

"Find It Here"
SERVICES:
8:30 S.-. 10:50 a.m.

Cali 753-3132 for more WantifatjOb.
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•Ky. budget...

III Red Cross...

From Front

greater local autonomy to
From Front
school districts so they can beton.
record 5106.4 million, with
"It taxed employers that are ter manage their dollars,"
approximately 52 percent of the
already struggling to keep Winters said.
He said Kentucky Education funds being used for food, water
Kentuckians
employed,"
and relief supplies: 36 percent
Winters said. "The Senate's Commissioner
Dr.
Terry for shelter;
8 percent have been
budget proposal supports job Holiday told lawmakers the two
dedicated for health and family
creation by the private sector instructional days are very
services; and 4 percent for
while providing the level of important to Kentucky's
appli- livelihoocls through cash grants
services we can afford. It cuts cation for 'Race
to the Top' fed- and loans. This week's
taxes by about $280 million eral
grant application. The announcement provided the
from the House bi dget and
Senate recognizes need to pro- broad outline of the expected
returns economic development
plans of the American Red
bonds back to the Economic vide flexibility to the districts to
Cross for spending the remainDevelopment Cabinet so that manage a tight budget by allowder of that money over the next
they can continue to go out and ing them to use up to 50 percent
three-to
-five years to support
of their capital outlay funds to
lure businesses."
families and communities
Winters said he thinks the compensate for any loss in
recover from the disaster.
Senate budget sends the mes- SEEK funding, use parent volCalloway
County
ACR
sage that Kentucky is open for unteers as kindergarten aides,
Executive Director Jennifer
business.
and greater discretion over class Wilson said that so far, $7,000
"That we have control over size.
has been raised locally for Haiti
our budget and that we have our
"This is a budget Kentuckians through the Red Cross. She said
KYSER LOUGH/Ledger & Times
financial house in order by not
she also expected to see other
drowning in debt and making can live with. Families across
funds come in soon that had
responsible choices about man- the commonwealth have been
Abby Murdock and Marie! Jackson, students in the televisi
making the same hard choices been raised by other organizaaging our tax dollars," he said.
on produation class at Murray High
tions.
SChool, interview Murray State University basketball players
Reportedly, the senate version and state govemment cannot be
Tony Easley and Danero Thomas
David Meltzer, senior vice presiduring a visit to MHS Tuesday. Easley and Thomas
includes recessionary funding set apart from these times,"
answered questions and then headed to
dent for International Services at the gym
to shoot around with other students.
cuts of 1.5 percent for fiscal Winters said.
the Red Cross, said in the release
2010-2011 and another 1 perWinters said he thinks the that the national agency
expects to
cent in fiscal 2011-2012.
Senate
version
prepares spend a total of approximately 5200
"This budget contains no Kentuck
y for a better day by million for emergency relief, such multi-year American Red Cross said she is looking for businesssalary increases for state
keeping taxes low and encour- as the provision of emergency' food plan will include developing es and other groups to form
employees but does fund the
supplies, tarps, tents, relief sup- health programs, building the fundraising teams.
NOTICE
state employee pension fund at aging economic development,
plies, financial a.ssistance programs capacity of the Haitian Red
Wilson
•
The
Dexterother
Almo Height
fundrai
emphasi
sing
zing
educati
on
and
prothe actuarial retired rate as manand the initial transitional shelters - Cross to provide humanitarian opportunities are coming up as
Water District will mee
dated the bill the General viding local school districts
mostly in the 12 months following assistance to the Haitian people. well. The Disaster Blaster event
Monday April 5, at 7 p.m. a
Assembly passed during the last financial flexibility.
the earthquake. The remainder of and helping Haitian communi- used to be held in the Lowe's
the
District Water Offic
special session," Winters said.
"And funding adult education
the nearly S400 million raised to ties prepare for future disasters parking lot in September, but
located at 351 Almo Ro
"Our budget assumes some sav- is the best way to encourage the
date, also approximately 5200 mil- such as floods. hurricanes and will be revamped this year.
For more information, c
ings in health benefits costs and pnvate sector to create more
lion, will go toward long-term earthquakes.
Wilson said she was weeks into
Kathy VVyatt at 753-9101
provides relief to local jails. It jobs," Winters
The allocations in the plan planning the new Disaster
said.
recovery over the following several
753-1591.
mandates that the governor
most likely will shift somewhat Blaster. which will be inside
House and Senate conferees years.
• The Architectural Revie
reduce personal service conThe biggest share - possibly 35- in the years ahead in order to be Murray State University's Carr
were scheduled to resume talks
Board meeting scheduled fo
tracts as well as non-merit posithis morning. Beshear has urged 40 percent - will be for shelter, with responsive to the fluid situation Health Building on Saturday, Thursday has been can
tions."
the effort undertaken in coordina- in Haiti and the evolving needs May 22. In the past, attendees
celed.
The bill also is intended to the negotiators to overcome any
tion
with a number of other organi- of the Haitian people. The ACR would show up and wander
differen
ces and reach a budget
have a positive effect on educazations working to provide shelter relief and recovery plan is part around, but Wilson said she
• To report a Town Crie
deal for the two-year cycle that
tion in Kentucky.
in Haiti. The Red Cross focus will of a broader coordinated effon hoped to make it more informaitem call 753-1916.
"We returned the two instruc- begins July 1 and to avoid decitive
with
by having volunteers lead
the globa' Red Cross netshift from the current provision of
"so
tional days that the House elim- sions that cause education to
emergency shelter materials such as work as well as with other aid the public to different booths to
inated and we also provided take a step backward.
hundreds of thousands of tarps and groups. A recent preliminary learn how the Red Cross assists
tents, to providing transitional shel- assessment by the United in disasters like the 2009 ice
ters capable of lasting a few years Nations and World Bank esti- storm and also how they assist
and that offer more living space to mated that it will cost $11.5 bil- other agencies. She said she
residents and then. finally. to build- lion over three years to rebuild hoped to promote the event
shortly after 8 a.m.
From Front
SERVING MURRAY
Haiti, which the ACR noted is through local schools as an ending
permanent shipiters.
''Coast
Guard
officials
Uniimsted Hoons, No Contracts!
The bridge was closed for receive
of-the-y
ear
event
more
and
Another
than
get
any single organizaeletop pnority - approxid a report that the motor
approximately two hours, to.
mentary
school-aged children to
weGatl Addi Belle, witb-i.aa* i.t.t..EAL.&25_percent
.be tion can rrianage alone.
allotv a certified bridge inspec- barge
IMPtIk. 44.
110*OPPOR111,/t0 visit.
tow, hit cravat thetti4
On May 4,ani iittle;
tor to check the structure, piers at
t INTLs?•MEE
Taclwasil &Alan
VIII104410041.0 al143
'approximately 6
•
•Incarr Mess,•••:1 •pap fr.$ WARP
er will kick o %if ;didiiiiiiition
9411411
according to Keith Todd, public CDT. Five
t3"°7
betitretft
15
2
10
per-tent
•
of
'the
barges broke free and
.IC 1,114.1.4dmssin gral,
information officer for the one sank outside
money on Haiti's recover). by helphelps to keep the local chapter with the Disaster Blaster and
C.istrr•
•
"sew .up• norm
&
I
the river chanKentucky
Transportation nel," Todd reported."All loose ing families rebuild their lives operational - is also in full Wilson said she hoped to raise
,-.410msaaar
SI
.000
through
that effort.
through cash grants, loans and other swieg. Wilson said the agency
Cabinet's District 1 and District barges have been
SufiWI Po6
X*Wed )
retrieved."
was halfway to its goal so far.
2 offices in Reidland.
The barges in the tow were financial assistance that they can
Sir Up Orlin& para7Locai
n
use to buy essential items and having raised $15,000 in
According to Todd, the bridge loaded with grain.
Allipew
Today Sa•e'
empower them -.as. they. work to pledges out of a goal of
inspector checked the bndge and
Read the
The bridge is located at
rebuild their lives.
$30,000. The campaign officialreporting finding no structural dam- Tennessee River mile
Want Ads Daily
point
Other spending areas in the ly ends on May 4 and Wilson
age. The bridge reopened to traffic 41 .7.
•

MSU at MHS

Term Crier

a.m..

URCH

'42071

Internet

•Bridge reopens...

$9.95

759-2575

( \IA MV.11" C'OUNTY UNIFIED HISTORICAL 1 DIT
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•GOP wary•••
From Front
word campaign memo that mentioned "repeal" only once. It did
not advocate repeal but noted
that in a recent poll, "46 percent
of respondents support a full
repeal" of the health law.
Three weeks ago. Comyn told
reporters he thought GOP
Senate candidates would and
should run on a platform of
repealing the legislation.
Cornyn and others increasingly are focused on several corporations' claims that a provision
of the new law that cancels a tax
benefit will hurt profits and hiring. This approach places a
greater premium on pivoting to
the economy instead of
dwelling on the legalistic

Only $499.99.,h

process of trying to repeal thc
complex law.
"The health care debate provides a natural segue into talking about the economy and
jobs," said Nicklaus Simpson,
spokesman for the Senate
Republican Conference, a policy group.
The U.S. Chamber of
Commerce, which strongly
opposed the health bill's passage. said Tuesday. "While
some discuss repeal, the U.S
Chamber believes a more effective approach is to work through
all available and appropriate
avenues — regulatory, legislative, legal arid political — to fix
the bill's flaws and minimize its
hamiful impacts."
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www.historicalarmory.com

rcalloway-lcy-z3s91

To Order Call 1-877-484-0179

Produced on the affordable, American-made Henry .22 I.R
r
(Model =1100 , 1100-11, or available s 4 set.
Tli,
Calloway County Kentucky Historical Edition Rifle combin
es meticulous research. original artwork, and tine. \
detailed engraving to celebrate the history of Callow
ay County. lhe edition is limited to 25 rifle Personalization and layaway' available For more informa
tion please e-mail us at infoPhistoricafarmory.com

Go Green!
Go Stainless!

Co ro Heritage Bank and sign up for fire checking mid get dip. slick
set of three Subterti• stainless steel
dnnk bottks!' At the heart of Hentagc Bank Li a concern inr people. places.
and the planet. To prove our point,
we're offering this MO quality let of"peen" stainlem steel drink bottles
when you open a free checking, account.
And don't forget tu sign up fur online banking. c-stateincins and c-notiLes too!
.
(..) green all the way!

HERITAGEBANK
WWW,BANKWITHHERITAGE COM
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National Poetry
Month celebrated
The
bright and below.
beautiful this week and the inspired by
first flowers are reanng their one of the
lovely heads.
poet's
As we savor the longer days, favorite
many of us find new spring books.
in our step: we acquire cer"Aqua
tain jauntiness as we shed the marine," by
skins of winter.
Hannah
"It's spring and the world Babcock
is puddle wonderful'' is how
"Aquathe poet ee cummings descnbed marine
Main Street
this season.
swims undei By Constance
With so many images Starwater
Alexander
tling our senses. it is no won. the whale Ledger & Times
der that the Academy of Amer- swims
Columnist
ican Poets established April as
over
National Poetry Month in 1996.
it is very
Since then, publishers, bookdeep
sellers. literary organizations.
the sun is
schools. libranes and poets of
setting"
all ages have banded together
It is no surprise that the
to celebrate poetry and its vital Academy of American Poets
place in American culture.
suggests lots of ways you can
Around the country. there get involved in celebrating
are readings. festivals, book National Poetry Month.
displays, workshops and other
For instance, April 29 is
events.
Poem in Your Pocket Day,
For the past three years. one which means carrying a poem
of the ways we celebrate in to share with whomever you
our region is through Poetry encounter that day.
Minutes. broadcast on WKMSPoem on the Range asks
FM, our National Public Radio people to submit videos or phoaffiliate.
tos of places associated with
Poetry
Minutes feature iconic poems. •
poems written by kids in westFor those who would rather
ern Kentucky public schools.
receive than give, the Poem,
This year. poetry work- A-Day feature provides a new
shops were conducted in Mur- poem via email every day
of
ray and Calloway County April.
schools, as well as in MarAvailable through iTunes
shall County, Reidland and Pad- stores, there is an innovati
ve
ucah.
mobile app that offers daily
All the students' poems were poems presented as both fixed
inspired by works of art from and animated text.
Pictunng America, a grant proFind out what is happening
gram Porn the National Endow- around the country for Poetry
ment for the Humanities.
Month by looking at the NationThe Murray Art Guild kicked al Poetry Map on the Acadeoff Poetry Month in March my's Website at www.poets.org.
with after-school workshops for Tune in to WKMS, 91.3
for
kids.
Poetry Minutes starting April
Using Romare Bearden's 5. or log onto www.wkms.org
work, "The Dove," as a spring- for more information.
board to creativity, they made
Read Main Street online at
their own collages.
www.murrayledger com. ConThe next step was to write tact the poet directly at cona poem that went with their stancealexandertb newwave
com
artwork. See one example m.net.

111.11f ray I
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sister, Candi
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Senior of Gi
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Adolf Rupp: 'the Baron of the Bluegrass'

March Madness!
forty-two years, four more than the Fiddlin'
So Rupp's last team in
Our beloved Murray State all those that came after him— Five
in
1971-1972 was again all white.
Racers made this NCAA tour- Joe B. Hall, Eddie Sutton, Rick
1957/1958,
Rupp was forced to retire at
nament one to remember.
Pitino, Tubby Smith, Billy and Rupp's
the age of 70 in 1972. He
With a win over Vanderbilt Gillispie, and John Calapari—
Runts
in
lived to see a huge basketball
in the first round and a near combined.
1965/1966.
arena named Rupp Arena in
miss against the Butler BullRupp's record of 876 vic- He
was
his honor in downtown Lexdogs, at 31-5, Billy Kennedy's tories and 190 defeats gave
known
as
ington.
Racers set a school record for him more wins when he retired
"the Man in
He died in December, 1977
victories.
than any coach in college bas- the Brown
on a night when UK beat
With Butler going to the ketball history. Only Dean Suit,"
and
Kansas, Rupp's alma mater,
Final Four, we all are left to Smith at North Carolina and "the
Baron Home and
where he played under the legwonder "what might have Bobby Knight at Indiana and
of the BlueAway
endary coach Phog Allen and
been."
Texas Tech have surpassed him grass."
By james
studied under James Naismith,
My alma mater, the Uni- in men's basketball. Pat SumHe was Duane Bolin
the inventor of the game of
versity of Kentucky', also came mitt. the women's coach at the
loved
in Leclger & Times basketball.
up short, but at 35-3, the Wild- University of Tennessee has
K entuck y
Columnist
Oh, the stories he would
cats gave us a season to remem- surpassed them all with over
and hated by
tell if he could be with us
ber too. I also attended grad- 1,000 wins.
most. of the rest of the nation's today!
But wait!
Uncle
uate school at Baylor. so I pulled
Rupp won 28 Southeast- basketball fans.
Adolph is making a trip to
tor the Bears against Duke. ern Conference regular season
You need to know about Murray! Ed Smith, of Georgebut it was not to be.
or tournament championships, Adolph Rupp. He was the
town College, portrays Rupp
Of the schools I have been 5 Sugar Bowl championships greatest
college basketball as a character for the Kenassociated with, only the Bel- (the Sugar Bowl was a prescoach of his time. and one of tucky Humanities Council
mont Bruins failed to make tigious tournament in New
the greatest coaches of all time. Chautauqua Program.
the tournament this year, and Orleans for many years), and
He is also largely responsiMr. Smith will appear as
I have a feeling Rick Byrd I NIT championship (in 1946,
ble for making basketball into Adolph Rupp at 7:00 pm this
will have them back in the when the NIT was more presthe big business that it is today. Wednesday evening. 31 March
hunt next season.
tigious than the NCAA).
Adolph Rupp is also associat- 2010, in the old and veneraBefore John Calapari, Rick
He made 21 appearances ed with glaring failures.
ble Racer Arena.
Pitino, Mike Krzyzewski, Bob in the NCAA tournament and
Some of his best players
My biography of Adolph
Huggins, and Billy Kennedy won four 4 NCAA tournament
were involved in a devastat- Rupp, "Adolph Rupp and the
ruled the college basketball championships.
ing gambling scandal, a point Rise of Big-Time College Basworld. there was Adolph Rupp
He served as the assistant shaving scandal, which brokc ketball
in Amenca," will be pubof the University of Kentucky coach on the 1948 Gold Medal
in 1951.
lished by the University Press
Wildcats.
Olympic team in 1948. a team
Rupp also failed to suc- of Kentucky in 2011.
11111
Rupp is largely responsible that included 5 of his Ken- cessfully
recruit African AmerDuane Bolin teaches in the
for establishing the fanatical tucky Wildcats.
ican basketball players until Department of History at MurWildcat following by the Big
Adolph Rupp coached some the end of his coaching career.
ray State University. Contact
Blue Nation today. Rupp lived of the best UK teams in the
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
Tom Payne played one season him at duane.bolin@murfromI901 to 1977 and coached school's history, including the
for Rupp in 1970-1971. before raystate.edu
2411 Rayburn House Off,ce Bldg
Washington D.C. 20510
at Kentucky from 1930 to 1972, Fabulous Five in 1947/1948.
turning pro after that year.
www house.gov/whittield
1-202-225-3115
- WASHINGTON (AP) -U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
tion. The administration has rouFresh from a bruising victory
137ARt..ssell Senate Office Building Washington. D C.
tinely chastised Karzai for fail20510 on health care and a nuclear
ing to make progress on those
www.iirri bunning @Gunning senate gov
By STEVEN R. HURST
1-202-224-4343 arms deal with Russia, Presiissues.
dent Barack Obama turned to
National security adviser
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
a third campaign promise — Afghanistan, which hasn't have killed dozens of the terJames Jones said after the meet361ARussell Senate Office Building Washington. D.C. 20510 victory and an honorabl
known
peace
in at least three rorist group responsible for the
e exit
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)
decades. After eight years of Sept. I I attacks on the Unit- ings that Karzai ''needs to be
from Afghanistan.
seized with how important that
That could prove tougher war, the U.S. military says it
States.
is."
Opinions exprPssed on the Forum page do than any challenge overcome now is blunting advances by ed Al-Qaida
enjoyed sanctuary
The long journey, Jones said,
not necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the so far, and the president appears Taliban militants, but Afghan from Taliban militants who
President Hamid Karzai still ruled Afghanistan, before they was "something that simply has
to know it.
Murray Ledeer & Times.
Seldom does a U.S. leader has little power outside Kabul. were driven out in the U.S.- to be done. We have to have
devote more than 24 hours fly- the capital, and his govern- led invasion at the end of 2001. the strategic rapport with President Karzai and his Cabinet
ing to and from a war zone ment is riddled with corrupObama campaigned on a to understa
nd how we are going
to spend only six hours on the tion.
pledge to focus on the Afghan
Al-Qaida leader Osama bin war, which he said —unlike to succeed this year in reversground. But the stakes are enorLaden. key lieutenants and foot the fight in Iraq — was crit- ing the momentum of the Talmous.
1001 Whitne11 Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
iban."
Since taking office. Obama soldiers still hide across the ical to American secunty and
Phone (270) 753-1916• Fax (270) 753-1927
Karzai spokesman Waheed
has nearly tripled the number mountainous border in Pakistan being overlooked and poorly
Omar,
however, said reports that
Mon. — Fri. 8:00 a.m. — 5 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
even
of U.S. forces committed to
though U.S. drone strikes resourced by the Bush adminObarna was in Kabul to order
istration.
a recalcitrant Karzai to get his
Despite the highly charged governm
Alice Rouse, Publisher
anstse4kmurrayledger.com
ent in line were inacpartisan atmosphere, where no curate.
Greg Travis, Editor
editor4mu nay ledgercorn
'
Republic
voted
an
for
the health
Chris Woodall Advertising Mgr.
"This was an extremely
..adstamurrayledger.corn
care legislation in either house friendly discussi
Jill Stephens, Classifieds Mgr.
classified@murrayledgercom
on," Omar said.
V Lefters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
of Congress, the president "It was a discussi
CirculatiOn
cimulationComurrayledger.com
on between ;:
42071,
enjoys
broad
GOP
support
faxed
for
to
270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
Rita flowess. Business Mgr.
partners."
ifs ggess(arnurrayledger.com
intensifi
his
cation of the Afghan
edltor@murrayledger.com.
He said Obama pledged not
war.
V Letterrs mailed Of faxed must be signed and have
to abandon Afghanistan.
There appears, as well, growSubscription Rates
address and phone number for verification purposes. E"President Obama assured
ing support among the public Presiden
All subscriptions payable in advance. Home delivery days a week
mailed letters must have address and phone number.
t Karzai and the Afghan
for Obama's Afghan policy.
people
America's long-term
of
V
No
letters
will
be
printed
anonymo
usly.
Mailed in Calloway County, Is)
The latest Associated Press- commitment
to Afghanistan,- .
:Lefters should not exceed 300 words and must be
3 mos 6 mei 1 Year $110. Hy mail to rest of KY.
GIK poll at the beginning of Omar
said.
Graves & Marshall Counties $120
11105
tYPeO
legible.
or
March found that 57 percent
&30
All other mail subscriptions $1 V,
$55
Obama's surprise visit underV The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit
of those surveyed approved his
scores the political stakes for
handling of the war compared him.
Published Monday through Saturday every afternoon, mirept Sundays. July
or reject any letter no the basis of length, style, spelling,
As he dispatched the most
Ilanksgiving Day. Memorial Day. Labor Day. Christmas Day and New Years Dd.
with 49 percent two months
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
recent installment of his 30,000remain-al* pastors- pool at Murray. KY POSTMASTER:Send address changes to
TIII
earlier.
the Forum page.
FiRAY
TIMEs. PO BOA 1040, Murray, KY 42071-1040
troop increase to Afghanistan,
The Obama-Karzai meeting the
V
Letters
of
a
"thank
president pledged to begin
you"
nature
that
single out sponMISS YOUR PAPER'? 1.4 II. know as soon a. possible so we ran get one
to von or gr.,lasted
about
30 minutes, and withdrawing
.ou credit. Cal 753-191b
sors, businesses or individuals by name. except those
U.S. forces in July
Obama told the Afghan leader
2(11. when his campaign for
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
Murrai ledger & Times 'Ps 31.18- 7110i • Murray Ledger & Timm si•member of the
he saw some progress since
a second term would be well
Assoriated Pres, Kentucky Pres• ',etc',Ilion owl Southern Newspapers Pubbsher.
accepted.
they last talked in video con\kooelation
lueff Pre.n es enrhouveh entitled to news originated by MurraN
under way.
Letters
V
only
represen
t the viewpoint and opinions of
ference two weeks ago. They
I relit., TI
That will be a difficult pledge
the writer and not necessarily of the Ledger & Times
discussed good governance,
to keep if Karzai doesn't intenmerit-based appointments of
staff.
sify a corruption purge.
Afghan officials and corrup-
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FBI: Christian militia needed taking down

Vernon E. Stalls
dger.com

Nednesday„ %larch 31 2010 • 5A

graveside ,ervice for Vernon E. Stalls
DETROIT(AP)- It started - Stone's son, Joshua Matthew
will be today
(Wednesday)at 2 p.m. at Bevil Cemetery, Paris. Tommie Dicus
will inside a trailer home in rural Stone - turned himself in late
officiate. Visitation will he at Ridgeway Funeral Michigan. where a small family Monday night
following an
Home, Paris, from noon to 1:30 p.m. today gathered before bed for prayer. hours-long
standoff with FBI
(Wednesday).
Years later, the private devotions agents and police near a wooded
Mr. Stalls, 90, Paris, Tenn.. died Sunday, March had evolved into a small militia area southwes
t of Detroit the
28, 2010 at Henry County Healthcare Center. Paris. of "Christian warriors" prepar- group
had used for training. He
An Army veteran of World War II, he was a retired welder for
Union ing to fight the Antichrist.
and the others face charges that
Carbide. Paducah, an avid fisherman and hunter, and a member
'The changes in David Brian include seditious conspiracy, or
of
Church of God.
Stone's personal theology partly plotting to levy war against the
Preceding him in death were his wife, Mary Estelle Elkins Stalls, destroyed
his marriage, his for- U.S.
who died April 12, 1995: one son, Earl Thomas Stalls.
his father, mer wife says. and prosecutors
Each of the suspects has
Herman Stalls; his mother, Eula Taylor Stalls Alexander; one
broth- claim they later led him to hatch requested a public defender. and
er, Walter Stalls.
a plot to kill police officers-a bond heanngs are scheduled for
Survivors include one son. Daryl Stalls and wife, Deborah.
violent act the militia hoped Wednesday.
Paris. Tenn.: three grandchildren, Ricky Stalls and wife. Christine
, would touch off an uprising
Donna Stone. 44. said her exVidor, Texas, Paula Metemeler and husband. David, Louisvill
e. and against the government.
husband created the legal probDarren Stalls, Texas; four great-grandchildren. Brittaney and Joshua
"The time had come that we lems now faced by her stepson,
Metemeler, Kimberley Osborn and Tiffaney Martin: four
great- needed to arrest them and take Joshua Stone. and
her 19-yeargreat-grandc hildren
them down." U.S. Attorney old son. David Brian Stone Jr.,
Barbara McQuade said Tuesday by involving them in a militia
Samuel Dean Reynolds Jr.
in an interview with The that grew out of his faith.
A pro.ate gray eside memorial tor Samuel Dean Reynolds
Jr. will Associated Press.
"I honestly feel, and think,
be held. Expressions of sympathy may be sent to any BB&T
Bank
Prosecutors believe that their dad never told either of
location for the benefit of his baby son.
Stone. 44, of Clayton. is the those boys what they were getIn charge of arrangements was the Nashville Funeral Home and
ringleader of the Hutaree militia. ting into," she said. "This
Cremation Service.
a
Mr. Reynolds Jr., 26, Murray, died at 2:15 p.m. Sunday, March a name the group's Web site bunch of garbage, these charges.
says
they
created to mean There is no way my son would
21, 2010, at Vanderbilt Hospital in Nashville, Tenn.
do these things."
He is survived by his three-month old son, Samuel Dean "Christian wamor.''
He was among eight memDonna Stone said she met
Reynolds III; his mother and stepfather, Doreen and David Johnston
bers arrested during a series of David Brian Stone in the late
of Paducah; his grandmother, Mary Ann Shuecraft of Salem;
one
raids
in
three 1990s in a Meijer grocery supersister, Candace "Jonathan" Moore of Murray; one brother. Nicholas weekend
Midwestern states, which feder- store where she worked. He
Reynolds of Tennessee: and three nieces.
Preceding him in death were his father, Samuel Dean Reynolds al officials said they carried out courted her and soon aftenvard,
after monitoring the group since she and her son, Sean Stetten,
Senior of Granite City.,
grandfather, James McDonald of Salem;
last summer and learning they moved into his small trailer in
and his grandparents. Dairl and Nona Reynolds of Granite City.
III. planned to launch their
attack Lenawee County, near the Ohio
next month.
state line. The boys were raised
Mrs. Gracie G. Smith
All eight were arrested with- as brothers. and David Brian
Mrs. Gracie G. Smith. 96. of Kirksey, died Sunday. March 28.
2010 at 2:30 p.m. at her residence. A homemaker, she wa.s a mem- out incident. A ninth defendant Stone legally Adopted Sean.
ber of Mt. Olive Church of Christ.
Preceding her in death were her husband. Kermit Smith: one son.
Hiram H.E. Smith; one grandson. John Allen Brooks; her parents,
William Henry and Sarah Wyatt Byerly; one brother, Frank Byerly:
two sisters, Delsie Crass and Lucy Roach. She was born Oct. 1,
1913 in Calloway County.
Survivors include one daughter, Lillie Mae Brooks and husband,
WASHINGTON(AP)-The people do more business on the
Elmer, Commerce, Texas; two sons, Bobby James Smith and wife,
Deanie, Murfreesboro, Tenn., and Larry Gay Smith and wife, Postal Service may have provid- Internet and the recession disGlenna, Dry Ridge: nine grandchildren; 18 great-grandchildren; and ed a clue why it is losing money courages business mail.
when it asked regulators - by
six great-great-grandchildren.
-The Postal Service does not
A graveside service will be held Thursday at 1 la.m. at the Mt. e-mail - for an opinion on take this change lightly and
Olive Church of Christ Cemetery. John Mays will officiate. dropping Saturday delivery would not propose it if six-day
Visitation will be today (Wednesday) from 5 to 9 p.m. at the J.H. service.
mail service could be supported
Plagued by loss of mail busi- by current solumes. There is no
Churchill Funeral Home
ness to the Internet. the post longer enough mail to sustain
office was required to send its six days of delivery," the post
request to the independent office said in a report accompaPostal Regulatory Commission nying the request.
electronically.
Postmaster General John
The commission posted the Potter reported on Monday that
request on its Web site late ten years ago, the average
Tuesday
afternoon.
household received five pieces
CLEVELAND (AP) -- through several communities,
The post office said last week of mail every day. Today that's
Police say a motorist fleeing the driver and a passenger boltofficers in Cleveland abandoned ed from the car and headed for a it would request the opinion on down to four and by 2020 it is
its plan to drop Saturday deliver- expected to fall to three.
his car and jomped a fence - fence.
ies
to homes and businesses to
Overall, the number of items
landing in what turned out to be
They apparently did not realsave money. Post offices would handled by the post office fell
a prison yard.
ize it was on the outside of the
from 213 billion in 2006 to 177
Garfield Heights police say state women's prison in remain open on Saturdays.
Congress would also have to billion last year. Volume is
the chase started in that suburb Cleveland.
approve the change, but it is expected to shrink to 150 billion
early Monday over a traffic vioThey were arrested along
lation and reached speeds of 90 with two other passengers who likely to give great weight to the by 2020.
regul atory
commission's
mph. Police say that after a race also tried to flee.
At the same time, the type of
response.
material sent is shifting from
"The ball is in our court first-class mail to the less lucranow," said regulatory commis- tive standard mail, such as
sion chaimian Ruth Y. Goldway. advertising.
She said her agency will seek
And as people set up new
public comment on the idea and homes and businesses, the numwill look at four specific areas:
ber of places mail must be deliv-Will the savings the Postal ered is constantly increasing.
Cutting out Saturday delivery
MIAMI 1AP) -- A South office that received a petition Service anticipates be as signifiis expected to save about $3 bilFlorida law firm is implicating from Garcia-Rubio seeking to cant as they estimate?
- Will mail volume decline lion annually and is part of a
the Vatican and Pope Benedict leave the priesthood. Arbour
XVI in its handling of a pnest says the papenvork was lost. more than the Postal Service series of other changes and cuts
aimed at reducing expenses.
accused of sexually abusing Arbour says they do not have anticipates?
- Will businesses and citiMuch of the saving is expectchildren.
any evidence indicating children
zens have service that remains ed to come from eliminating
Jessica Arbour, an attorney were abused during that time.
adequate to meet their needs'?
thousands of mail carrier jobs,
representing one of the alleged
A lawsuit has been filed
-And will the national eco- especially among part time rural
victims, says documents show against the Archdiocese of
the Vatican was aware of Rev. Miami, claiming it was negli- nomic impact of service reduc- carriers and non-career workers.
With many postal workers
Ernesto Garcia-Rubio's miscon- gent in its supervision and tions offset or add to the savings
that are proposed'?
coming eligible for retirement in
duct as early as 1968.
assignment of the reverend.
The Postal Service lost $3.8 the next few years postal offiThirteen years later. Benedict Arbour says it may be amended
billion last year and is headed cials have indicated layoffs are
became head of the Vatican to include the Vatican.
toward a larger loss this year as unlikely for career workers.
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whose name was changed to
David Brian Stone Jr.
Both boys were homeschooled and at night. the family would pray together.
"David would preach out of
the Bible," said Donna Stone.
who said she was married to
David Brian Stone for about six
years.
"He would start at the beginning of Genesis and go to
Revelations. He didn't get into
Revelations because we didn't
agree on it. David said it was
supposed to be different. He had
his own views. That's when 1
thought it wa.s time for me to
go."
The Hutaree Web site quotes
several Bible passages and
declares: "We believe that one
day, as prophecy says, there will
be an Anti-Christ.... Jesus wanted us to be ready to defend ourselves using the sword and stay
alive using equipment.**
Chip Berlet, a senior analyst
with
Political
Research
Associates... think tank based in
Somerville.
Mass.,
said
Hutaree's online writings suggest the group fits into a
Christian apocalyptic ideology
that believes the U.S. govemment is "in league with Satan"
and "the chief agent of Satan is
the Antichrist."
"In this particular reading of
apocalyptic prophecy. there•s a

huge battle between good and
evil." said Berlet, whose group
studies right-wing extremists.
"Powerful, political elected officials ... are conspiring with .Zt
Satan to build a one-world govs.
ern ment."
McQuade downplayed the
role religious ideology played in :T.
the group's alleged plans, saying:•r
the "most troubling" finding of • t
their investigation into the
Hutaree were the details of their
alleged plot.
Prosecutors have said the
militia planned to make a false
911 call, kill responding police
officers .uid then use a bomb to
kill many more at the funeral.
"What we were focused on
here is their conduct. not on
their religion. And what they
have talked about is being very
anti-government." McQuade
said.
"They fear this 'new world '
order' and they thought that it
was their job to fight against
government - the federal government in particular."
The group was preparing to
carry out an attack sometime in
April. prosecutors said, after
months of paramilitary training
that began in 2008 and included
learning how to shoot guns and
make bombs.
Authorities seized guns in die
raids but would not say whether
they fmiti(1 esplosives.
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their wives. After the afternoon
meeting, Obama told reporters
that France is one of the United
States' oldest allies, noting the
two countries have fought

together on battlefields from
Yorktown arid Afghanistan.
Obama says meeting global
challenges such as Iran require
global cooperation.
Obama also says the pair discussed the financial regulatory
overhaul and peace negotiations
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Obama: U.S., France united against Iraman nukes

WASHINGTON (AP) -President Barack Obama says
the United States and France are
unified in their efforts to prevent
Iran from acquiring a nuclear
weapon.
Obama and French President
Nicolas Sarkozy (sar-koh-ZEE*
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ELECT

GREG ANDERSON
MAYOR OF MURRAY

Meet the
Candidate!
MAYOR OF MURRAY
Everyone is invited to attend!
Thursday, April 1st • 5:30-7:00 p.m.
Weaks Community Center
- Refreshments

• Greg is a third generation Murray resident
• Greg is a member of the city council
• Greg is the only candidate for mayor who voted against raising the
city sticker price to $50
• Greg believes before you raise taxes you conduct an objective
efficiency study to eliminate waste
• Greg was the first candidate for Mayor who opposed a "Payroll
Tax• Vv'hile Greg's opponents believe progress is increasing your taxes.
Greg believes progress is low taxes and more efficient govern
ment

www.gregformurray.com
-
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Grerg Andre,.

6A • Nednesclay, Ntarch 31, 2010
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Murray Main Street plans
Easter Egg Hunt Saturday

1)nyayemenl

Rev. and Mrs. Henry Buchanan

!Murray Main Street will hat,e its Easter'
I.gg Hunt on Saturday on the courthouse
Wan. Registration should begin at 9 a.m. and
the hunt *ill begin at 9:30 a.m. Eggs will be
filled ith prizes and gtxxlies.
In addition those attending may him
their photo made with the Easter Bunny or
make your own by gking a 12 donation to
Murray Main Street.

Amidst a setting of greenery in the home of Rev. Hal and Jean
Shipley. the wedding of Rev. Henry Buchanan and Anne Ellis was
solemnized. Rev. Shipley performed the double ring ceremony on
Thursday, February 4, 2010 at 4 p.m. This was also the birthday of
Rev. Buchanan.
Nuptial music was provided by Miss Andrea Langford who
played the saxophone and the piano.
The bride chose Margaret Vaughn as her maid of honor.
The groom chose Bill Phillips as his best man. Others attending included his son, AI and wife, Audrey, with their children,
Alex and Anthony.
The reception immediately followed the ceremony. Decorations included a flower arrangement on the buffet. Red foil
hearts were scattered over a white cut-work cloth overlaying
a red cloth. The cake was decorated with red and white icing.
wishing Henry a happy birthday. and topped with a miniature
bride and groom.
After the wedding AI Buchanan treated everyone to dinner
at Patti's Restaurant.
Both Anne and Henry are natives of Georgia. They first
met when he was pastor of the SheLiman Baptist Church in
Georgia 55 years ago. Rev. Buchanan received his doctoral
degree from Southern Baptist Seminary in Louisville. He has
authored more than 20 books with the "The Shellman Story"
being his signature book. They now live at 1131 North Kent
St. in Gorman, Texas.
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the trail, starting at the entrance
of the Baptist Heart Center.
Refreshments and information
will be provided.
Western Baptist Hospital is the
region's exclusive sponsor of
the
American
Heart
Association's Start! walking
program,
Walking can manage weight,
and it has many other health
benefits. Research has proven
III See Page 7A

Voting for parent rep today

Voting for the Calloway parent representative for the Superintendent Search Committee
will be today (Wednesday) until 5:30 p.m..
Ballots are available at the offices of East:
Editor
Southwest, North, CCMS and CCHS. Ortly parents or guardians who have children in the Calloway School System .
are eligible to vote and can vote only one time. For more information call 762-7300.
By JO Burf<een
Community

Genealogy Society to meet
Calloway County Genealogy Society will meet Friday at I pal.:
in the aruiex of Calloway County Public Library. The guest speaker
will be Dr. Durwood Beany who will speak on -Tracing Ancestry to
Lineage Society." All interested persons are invited.

Bake sale planned Friday
The Murray Bank will host bake sales at both branches of the
bank dunng opening hours on Friday. Proceeds will go to the Relay.
for Life team of the bank.

Western Baptist to host
National Start! Walking Day

The public is invited to walk

imeit
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PADUC'Ali, Ky. — Western
Baptist will host National Start!
Walking Day from 6 a.m. to 4
p.m. Wednesday, April 7, on the
hospital's outdoor, one-mile
walking trail.

Ledger &

Free Pancake Breakfast planned

A free Pancake Breakfast will be Saturday starting at 9 a.m at the
Lynn Grove United Methodist Church. Also planned are games,

I,asater and Ashton

Mr. and Mrs. Dayton Lasater of Murray announce the engage- prizes and an Easter Egg Hunt. The church is located to the right of
ment of their daughter, Emily Lasater, to Michael Ashton, son of Mr. the caution light on Ky. 94 West at Lynn Grove.
and Mr. Neil Ashton II of Clewiston, Fla.
Miss Lasater is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Swift
Easter Egg Hunt Saturday
and Joe F. Lasater. all of Murray.
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church, 5717 CrosslandMr. Ashton is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Juan Rodriguez of Rd., east of Hazel, will host its annual Easter Egg Hunt on Saturday.
Clewiston, Fla.. Neil Ashton of Winter Haven, Fla., and Mrs. Ray Each one should bring 12 filled eggs for the hunt. There will also be
Yarbrough of Lakeland, Fla.
food, games, crafts and prizes.
The bride-elect is a 2009 graduate of the University of Central
Florida. She is a member of Alpha Xi Delta.
Dixon Cemetery plans cleaning
The groom-elect is 2009 graduate of the University of Central
Dixon Cemetery, located in Trigg County, will have us spring
Florida. He is a member of Sigma Nu.
cemetery maintenance day on Saturday starting at 9 a.m. A picniC'
The wedding will be Saturday, April 17, 2010 at First United will be served on the grounds at noon.
Methodist Church. Murray. All relatives and friends
are invited.
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Jan Wilson Memorial run/walk scheduled
The Jan Wilson Memonal 5K
run/walk will be held on
Saturday, Apnl 17.
The run will begin at 9 a.m. in
front of the Carr Health building on the Murray State
University campus.
Registration on the day of the

event begins at 8
, or registration before the day of die
event can be done by contacting
Angela Arnold for an entry
form.
The cost of an individual to
participate is $10 or teams or
groups of 5 for $40. The pro-
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Murray Shnne Club Bingo will be Friday at 6:30 p.m. at
the club
building on Ky. 121 North. Murray. The public is invited.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous. a faith based addictions prograrn, will.
meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for•
a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet.
Thursday' at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
County Publi.

*

Easter Merchandise 40% Off
Winter Merchandise 40'% Off
Retired \II:AVAD11-1 30-40°/0 Off

„: 701d. -Myrrh ibt

Shrine Bingo planned Friday

TOPS Chapter will meet

4PC

rerartini
400 Main St.• Murray. KY • 270-767-0007
112 E. Waohington St.• Paris, TN • 731-642-7535
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Broving Hollywood to Murray
ummissiommommo
WEBSITE:
www.moviesinmurray.com
STARTTONIG.liT
p rr, & 9.35 p.m.
NNNMMMMimmmisMi
Special Advance Showing
7 15

CUSH OF THE TITANS 3D
Thursday. April lst 4 8:00 p.m.
Tickets On Sale Now!!!
STARTS
Friday, A_pril 2nd

Call 753-1916 to place your ad

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7 to 8 ."Z
at St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or I 877-447-2004.

Murray Bank plans trip
The Murray Bank Got.xl Life is planning a trip to
the Southern
Women's Show in Nashville, Tenn., Thursday, Apnl
8. A few seattr
are still available. If you are interested in going
contact Brenda
Sykes at 767-3338 or e-mail bsykes@themurraybank.com
.

Deadline listed for registration

Murray-Calloway County Parks announces the final two weeks
for youth baseball/softball registration. Deadline is today, March 31,
and the fee is $55 for first child and $5 discounts for additional children. Season will run from late April through early July. Call 7620325 or download the registration forrn at www.murrayparks.org.

Murray Elementary plans election

CUSH OF THE TITANS 3D
WHY DID I GET AURRIED TOO?
1111111INIMMIENNIIMINII

Get the Party started with_

For a complete listing of all
movies & showtimes. please
go to the Cheri website
www.moviesinmurray.com

Murray Elementary School will have its
Sight Based Decision
Making parent election in the front office through
Thursday from 8
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. daily. Nominees are Jamie Rogers,
Stacy Bell an$15
Huong Kelly. Any parent, stepparent, foster parent
and/or legal,
guardian of a student attending Murray Elementar
y School may'
vote. The child must be a PI, P2, P3, or P4 student
for the 20102011 school year. Two parents will be elected to
serve. No absentee
ballots will be accepted. Also the election will
be open during
Kindergarten registration on Tuesday from 5:30
to 6:30 p.m.

„,)

Zacheo 2)ct
Wedding & Party Rentals Sz Supplie,s

_April I 714

GRAND OPENING

Coldwater Church of Christ

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

8467 State Route 121 N , Murray, KY 42071
INFLATABLE BOUNCERS
DJ
SNO CONES
CLOWNS
915 Arcadia Circle • Murray • 761-2933
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Narcotics group will meet

THE LAST SONG
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Library. For inforrnation call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646)
er

10-50% OFF STOREWIDE!!

Aril"
I irt Sorneroung
LI cnone Siton
305 South 12th •lawny, KY•75.3.7441
www.dlidualley.com

ceeds from the event goes to
help support the philanthropy,
the Sigma Sigma Sigma
Foundation.
For more information or to
request an entry form contact
Angela
Arnold
Orangela.arnold@murraystate.edu.

Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens Center is sponsorin
g a 4
days/3 nights trip to Biltmore Estate and Ashevile, N.C., on June 710. The cost of the trip will be $345 per person, based on double
occupancy'. A $75 deposit is due at the time you sign up. For detailed
information. contact Teri Cobb, activities director, at 753-0929.
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Kukenhof
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There is so much more to the country of the Netherlands
than
tulips but at this time of the year, the flowers of Holland are
what
the country is all about. I have written about Kukenhof previously but its splendo! is something that should be shared each
and
every year.
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Crook and Dunn

'', Keith and Tammy Rogers announce the engagement and
abproaching marnage of their daughter, Meagan Michelle Rogers.
to Christopher Thomas Asher, son of Chaiies and Amy Asher
of
Milan, Tenn.
Miss Rogers is the granddaughter of Barry Steele of Melbourn
e.
Fla., Mary Anne Steele of Port St. Lucie, Fla., and Lee Rogers
and
the late Jean Pat Rogers of Murray.
NIr. Asher is the grandson of the late William arid Geraldine
Blankinship u.id Mildred Asher and the late Tonuny Asher, all
of
Milan, Tenn.
The bride-elect is a 2004 graduate of Calloway County High
School and a 2008 cum laude graduate of Murray State Universit
y.
She is a member of Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority and is employed
by
the Murray Ledger & Times.
The groom-elect is a 2004 graduate of Milan High School and
a
2008 graduate of Murray State University. He is a member of Alpha
Sigma Phi fraternity.
4-The wedding will be Saturday, May 1, 2010, at 2:30 p.m. at
the
Murray Woman's Club. Invitations are being sent.

--'71/
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Khloe Layne Domescik
Mr. and Mrs. Ryan Domescik Murray.
of St. Louis. Mo.. are the parents,
Great-grandparents are L.D.
of
. a daughter, Khloe Layne and Blondavene Cook of Hazel
DOmescik, born on Thursday, and Ralph and Judith Darnell
of
Feb. 18, 2010, at 10:52 p.m. at Farmington.
St. John's Hospital, St, Louis.
•The baby weighed 6 pounds
1.4 ounces and measured 19.5
inches. The mother is the former
Ashley Cook.
Grandparents are Duane and
Kathy Adams of Kirksey and
Brad and Dee Dee Cook of

Red Cross plans Spring Swim
The Calloway County Chapter
ot the Amencan Red Cross is
currently registering for Spring

Kukenhof is situated on what was a 15th century hunting area
around a castle. Herbs for the kitchen were grown and collected
in
this are and thus the gardens were given the name Kukenhof
(kitchen garden). Kukenhof is located in the town of Lisse which
is about 25 miles from Amsterdam. The first flower exhibition was
organized in 1949 and has continued every year since that time.

Kukenhof is the largest bulb park in the world and also the most
photographed as you can understand from the attached pictures.
The splendor of the colors throughout these 32 hectares (80 miles)
is beyond descnption and is something that everyone should see
once in their lifetime. It is nature at its best. More than 7 million
flower bulbs are planted by hand and represent over I(X) varieties
of tulips. There are also more than 2,500 trees in 87 varieties If the
flowers and trees weren't enough to enjoy, you will also find a variety of hyacinths. daffodils and many other blooming flowers and
a
pavilion filled with a rainbow' of orchids.

Swim. For information or to
register, call 753-1421 or e-mail
hbosse@callowaycoredcross.org.

Draw your own discount

0 0 - 50% OFF
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Mr. and Mrs. Mike Crook of Murray announce the engageme
nt
of their daughter, Chelsea Elizabeth Crook, to Philip Allen Dunn,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Dunn of Jackson, Tenn.
Miss Crook is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Crook
of Memphis, Tenn., and the late Mr. and Mrs. Tharland Cartwrigh
t
of Dyer, Tenn. Special "chosen grandparents" are Mr. and Mrs.
Johnny Alexander of Dyer, Tenn.
Mr. Dunn is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Oilan B. Dunn of
Mihm, Tenn.. and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hazlewood of Jackson,
Tenn., formerly Gf Milan, Tenn.
The bride-elect is a 2006 graduate of Murray High School and
will receive the bachelor of science degree in Athletic Training
from
Union University in Jackson. Tenn., in May 2010. She is currently
employed by the campus Wellness Center and is a self-empl
oyed
Certified Personal Trainer She is a member of Zeta Tau Alpha
Soro
Thri:yg
.
room-elect is a 1999 graduate of Jackson Central Merry
High School. and a 2003 graduate of Union University, Jack.son,
Tenn., where he received a bachelor of science degree in Business
Administration. He is currently employed by West Jackson Baptist
Church as the Church Recreation Director and by West Tenr.esse
e
Diamond Jaxx's as Grounds Keeper in Jackson, Tenn. He is a member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fratemity.
The couple plan to marry on August 28. 2010 at First Baptist
Church in Murray, Ky.

305 South

Khtoe Layne Domescik

Die theme tor this year is "From Russia with Love-. Included in
this exhibit will be a mosaic of tulips representing Saint Basil's
Cathedral. If seeing Kukenhof was not just an experience unto
itself. the dnve to the gardens enhances this experience as you pass
by the surrounding fields of brilliant colored tulips, the scented
h
n t hs and the yellow and white daffodils.

-4KeNtli
2t Street • NI urray, KY •(270)753-7441 • www.dkkelley.com

.Walking •••
From Page 6A
that walking at least 30 minutes
a',day can help:
MI Lower the risk of heart disease and stroke
III Improve blood pressure,
biOod sugar and cholesterol levefs
II Reduce breast cancer and
Type 2 diabetes risks
•Enhance mental well-being
•Reduce risk of osteoporosis
and hip fractures
II Improve sleep
For more information about
National Start! Walking Day.
phone (270) 575-2895.

R,ecing To Rioggoins
2397 State Route 94E • Murray, KY • 753-4(15(1

OPENING FOR THE SEASON ON APRIL 1st
AT OUR NEW LOCATION!!
Don't settle for the same ho-hum plants for your garden this spring.
Come check out our awesome selection!
ANNUALS - PERENNIALS - HERBS - CLEMATIS
A_NTIQUE ROSES - HEIRLOOM TOMATOES
GARDEN VEGETABLE PLANTS

ATTENTION:
Anyone needing personal care or
assistance with a loved one and
feeling ovenvhelmed. We invite
you to call Karen or Tamra at

COMING SOON!!!
A full line of organically grown vegetables.

f

Directions: From Murray take 94 East,
1-112 miles on right.

753-7109

tCI;
r

To see properties for sale in your neighbo
rhood,
to see Murray's real estate sales offal and
to get a
MLS market snapshot of Murray's properti
es,
click on the webslte:

OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY 9-5

e
-ri)
TraCe-of Murrtt,.

.t.nd let us help you with !!,
and the finark-ial a— ,

Kukenhof and the surrounding area is, by far, the highlight
of
spring in the Netherlands and with over 44 million visitors
since its
opening, it is also one of the most outstanding spring events
in all
of Europe. You can view a short video and download some
beautiful photographs on their website.
HYPERLINK
"http://www.kukenhof.n1" www.kukenhof.nl.
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Loretta Jobs Realtors'

(270)753-1492
301 N. 12th St.
University Square
Murray, KY
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Murray Main Street plans
Easter Egg Hunt Saturday

nyayemeni
RCN. and 'Mrs. Henry Buchanan

Murray Main Strret w ill have its Easter'
Egg Hunt on Saturday on the courthouse
lawn. Registration should begin at 9 a.m. and
the hunt will begin at 9:30 a.m. Eggs will be
filled with prizes and goodies.
In addition those attending may have
their photo made with the Easter Buiuly or
make your own by giving a $2 donation to
Murray Main Street.

Amidst a setting of greenery in the home of Rev. Hal and Jean
Shipley. the wedding of Rev. Henry Buchanan and Anne Ellis was
solemnized. Rev. Shipley performed the double ring ceremony on
Thursday, February 4, 2010 at 4 p.m. This was also the birthday of
Rev. Buchanan.
Nuptial music was provided by Miss Andrea Langford who
played the saxophone and the piano.
The bride chose Margaret Vaughn as her maid of honor.
The groom chose Bill Phillips as his best man. Others attending included his son, Al and wife, Audrey, with their children.
Alex and Anthony.
The reception immediately followed the ceremony. Decorations included a flower arrangement on the buffet. Red foil
hearts were scattered over a white cut-work cloth overlaying
a red cloth. The cake was decorated with red and white icing,
wishing Henry a happy birthday, and topped with a miniature
bride and groom.
After the wedding AI Buchanan treated everyone to dinner
at Patti's Restaurant.
Both Anne and Henry are natives of Georgia. They first
met when he was pastor of the Shellman Baptist Church in
Georgia 55 years ago. Rev. Buchanan rr•cei ied his doctoral
degree from Southern Baptist Seminary it.
He has
authored more than 20 books with the "The Sheilman Story"
being his signature book. They now live at 1131 North Kent
St. in Gorman, Texas.
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Voting for parent rep today

Voting for the Calloway parent representaBy Jo Burkeen tive for the Supenniendent Search Committee
will be today (Wednesday) until 5:30 p.m.
Community
Ballots
are available at the offices of East,
Editor
Southwest, North, CCMS and CCHS. Only parents or guardians who have children in the Calloway School System
are eligible to vote and can vote only one time. For more information call 762-7300.

Genealogy Society to meet

Calloway County Genealogy' Society will meet Friday at 1 prn.:
in the annex of Calloway County Public Library. The guest speaker
will be Dr. Durwood Beatty who will speak on -Tracing Ancestry to
Lineage Society." All interested persons are invited.

Bake sale planned Friday

The Murray Bank will host bake sales at both branches of the
bank during opening hours on Friday. Proceeds will go to the Relay
for Life team of the bank.

Western Baptist to host
National Start! Walking Day
the trail, starting at the entrance
of the Baptist Heart Center.
Refreshments and information
will be provided.
Western Baptist Hospital is the
region's exclusive sponsor of
the
American
Heart
Association's Start! walking
program.
W'alking can manage weight,
and it has many other health
benefits. Research has proven
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PADUCAH, Ky. — Western
Baptist will host National Start!
Walking Day from 6 a.m. to 4
p.m. Vv'ednesday, April 7, on the
hospital's outdoor, one-mile
walking trail.
The public i. invited to walk

Times

Free Pancake Breakfa.st planned

Lasater and Ashton
Mr. and Mrs. Dayton Lasater of Murray announce the engagement of their daughter, Emily Lasater. to Michael Ashton, son of Mr.
and Mr. Neil Ashton II of Clewiston, Fla.
Miss Lasater is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Swift
and Joe F. Lasater. all of Murray.
Mr. Ashton is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Juan Rodriguez of
Clewiston. Fla., Neil Ashton of Winter Haven, Fla., and Mrs. Ray
Yarbrough of Lakeland, Fla.
The bride-elect is a 2009 graduate of the University of Central
Florida. She is a member of Alpha Xi Delta.
The groom-elect is 2009 graduate of the University of Central
Flonda. He is a member of Sigma Nu.
The wedding will be Saturday. April 17, 2010 at First United
Methodist Church. Murray. All relatives and friends are invited.

A free Pancake Breakfast will be Saturday starting at 9 a.rn. at the
Lynn Grove United Methodist Church. Also planned are games..
prizes and an Easter Egg Hunt. The church is located to the right of
the caution light on Ky. 94 West at Lynn Grove.

Easter Egg Hunt Saturday

South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church, 5717 Crossland.Rd., east of Hazel, will host its annual Easter Egg Hunt on Saturday.Each one should bring 12 filled eggs for the hunt. There will also be,
food, games, crafts and prizes.

Dixon Cemetery plans cleaning

Dixon Cemetery, located in Trigg County, will have its spring
cemetery maintenance day on Saturclay starting at 9 a.m. A picnk'
will be served on the grounds at noon.
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Jan Wilson Memorial run/walk scheduled
The Jan Wilson Memorial 5K
run/walk will be held on
Saturday.,April 17.
The run will begin at 9 a.m. in
front of the Carr Health building on the Murray State
University campus.
Registration on the day of the

event begins at 8 a.m., or registration before the day of the
event can be done by contacting
Angela Arnold for an entry
form.
The cost of an individual to
participate is $10 or teams or
groups of 5 for $40. The pro-

ceeds from the event goes to
help support the philanthropy,
the Sigma Sigma Sigma
Foundation.
For more information or to
request an entry form contact
Angela
Arnold
angela.arnold@murraystate.edu.
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Call 753-1916 to place your ad

Get the Party started with...

°4

STARTS TONIGHT
7 15 p.m. & 9:35 p.m.
1•11111111111111111
Special Advance Showing
Thursday. April 1st © 8:00 p.m.
Tickets On Sale Now!!!
IIIIIMIIIMIMMIIIIIIIMIIIMMIe

STARTS

Refomiers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program, will.
meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for •
a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

Mr. and Mrs.
of St. Louis. Mc
of
, a daughter.
Domeseik, bon
Feb. 18, 2010,
St. John's Hosp
The baby we
L1 ounces and
inches. The mot
Ashley Cook.
Grandparents
Kathy Adams
Brad and Dee

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7 to 8
at St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1;
877-447-2004.

Murray Bank plans trip
The Murray Bank Good Life is planning a trip to the Southem
Women's Show in Nashville, Tenn., Thursday. April 8. A few seats.
are still available. If you are interested in going contact Brenda
Sykes at 767-3338 or e-mail bsykes@themurraybank.com.

Deadline listed for registration

Murray-Calloway County Parks announces the final two weeks
for youth baseball/softbail registration. Deadline is today, March 31,
and the fee is $55 for first child and S5 discounts for additional
children. Season will run from late April through early July. Call
7620325 or download the registration form at www.murrayparks.or
g.

Murray Elementary plans election

Friday, A_pril 2nd

t ,t ,.

345 South 12th • Murray. KY • 753-7441
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WEBSITE:
www.moviesimmurray.com

CLASH OF THE TITANS 3D
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Bringing Hollywood to Murray
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THE LAST SONG
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Reformers'Unanimous to meet

Khl

Narcotics group will meet

,.

Easter Merchandise 40% Off

Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at 6:30 p.m. at the clutv
building on Ky. 121 North, Murray. The public is invited.

TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet.
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway. County Publi4
Library. For irtformation call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646it
.*t

10-50% OFF STOREWIDE!!

!int t.dmi t

Shrine Bingo planned Friday

TOPS Chapter will meet

*

Ito troM tlat to [vellum

Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens Center is sponsoring a 4
days/3 nights trip to Biltmore Estate and Ashevile, N.C., on June 710. The cost of the trip will be $345 per person, based on double
occupancy. A $75 deposit is due at the time you sign up. For detailed
information contact Teri Cobb, activities director, at 753-0929.

CLASH OF TH1 TITANS 311
WHY DID I 6ET AURRIED TOO?
ms.....
For a complete listing of an
movies & showlimes, please
go to the Cheri website 0
www.moviesinmurray.com

Murray Elementary School will have its Sight Based Decision
Making parent election in the front office through Thursday from
8
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. daily. Nominees are Jamie
Rogers, Stacy Bell andl
Huong Kelly. Any parent, stepparent, foster parent and/or
legal.,
guardian of a student attending Murray Elementary School
may,
vote. The child must be a PI, P2, P3, or P4 student for ttte 201°2011 school year. TWo parents will be elected to serve. No absentee
ballots will be accepted. Also the election will be open
during
Kindergarten registration on Tuesday from 5:30 to 6:30
p.m.
-

adieo 2
day

te11.040
Wedding Sz Party Rentals & Supplies

April 714

GRAND OPENING

Coldwater Church of Christ

April 3rd • 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

8467 State Route 121 N., Murray, KY 42071
INFLATABLE BOUNCERS
DJ
SNO CONES
CLOWNS

Speaher: Canunie evani
"(.4.
1
9

915 Arcadia Circle • Murray • 761-2933
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There is so much more to the country of the Netherlands
than
tulips but at this time of the year, the flowers of Holland are
what
the country is all about. 1 have written about Kukenhof previously but its splendor is something that should be shared
each and
every year.
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Crook and Dunn

Rogers and Asher
Keith and Tammy Rogers announce the engagem
ent and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Meagan Michelle
Rogers,
to Chnstopher Thomas Asher, son of Charles and Amy
Asher of
Milan, Tenn.
Miss Rogers is the granddaughter of Barry Steele of Melbourn
e,
Fla., Mary Anne Steele of Port St. Lucie, Fla., and Lee
Rogers and
the late Jean Pat Rogers of Murray.
Mr. Asher is the grandson of the late William and Geraldin
e
Blankinship and Mildred Asher and the late Tonuny Asher,
all of
Aldan, Tenn.
The bride-elect is a 2004 graduate of Calloway County
High
School and a 2008 cum laude graduate of Murray State Universit
y.
She is a member of Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority and is employed
by
ihe Murray Ledger (1 Times.
The groom-elect is a 2004 graduate of Milan High School and
a
2008 graduate of Murray State University. He is a member of Alpha
Sigma Phi fraternity.
:•The wedding will be Saturday. May 1, 2010, at 2:30 p.m.
at the
Murray Woman's Club. Invitations are being sent.

jinnouncen-2ent
Khloe Layne Domescik
Mr. and Mrs. Ryan Domescik Murray..
of St. Louis. Mo., are the parents.
Great-grandparents are L.D.
of a daughter, Khloe Layne and Blondavene Cook of Hazel
Eiomescik, bom on Thursday, and Ralph and Judith Darnell ot
Feb. 18, 2010, at 10:52 p.m. at Farmington.
St. John's Hospital, St, Louis.
l'he baby weighed 6 pounds
ounces and measured 19.5
inches. The mother is the former
Ashley Cook.
Grandparents are Duane and
Kathy' Adams of Kirksey and
Brad and Dee Dee Cook ci
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KukeithOf is the largest buil9 park in the world and also the most
photographed as you can understand from the attached pictures.
The splendor of the colors throughout these 32 hectares(80 miles)
is beyond descnption and is something that everyone should see
once in their lifetime. It is nature at its best. More than 7 million
flower bulbs are planted by hand and represent over 100 varieties
of tulips. There are also more than 2,500 trees in 87 varieties If the
flowers and trees weren't enough to enjoy, you will also find a vanety of hyacinths, daffodils and many other blooming flowers and
a
pavilion filled with a rainbow of orchids.
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Tlie theme for this year is "From Russia with Love- Included in
this exhibit will be a mosaic of tulips representing Saint Basil's
Cathedral. If seeing Kukenhof was not just an experience unto
itself, the drive to the gardens enhances this expenence as you pass
by the surrounding fields of brilliant colored tulips, the scented
hyacinths and the yellow and white daffodils.
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Don't settle for the same ho-hum plants for your garden this spring.
Come check out our awesome selection!
ANNUALS - PERENNIALS - HERBS - CLEMATIS
AIVTIQUE ROSES - HEIRLOOM TOMATOES
GARDEN VEGETABLE PLANTS
OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY 9-5

vof'/).,

COMING SOON!!!
A full line of organically grown vegetables.
Directions: From MutTay take 94 East,
1-112 miles on right.
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OPENING FOR THE SEASON ON APRIL 1st
AT OUR NEW LOCATION!!
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2397 State Route 94E • Murray, KY • 753-4(15(1
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that walking at least 30 minutes
a ,clay can help:
B Lower the risk of heart disease and stroke
• Improve blood pressure,
biOod sugar and cholesterol level's
III Reduce breast cancer and
TYpe 2 diabetes risks
•Enhance mental well-being
IN Reduce risk of osteoporosis
and hip fractures
▪ Improve sleep
For more information about
National Start! Walking Day,
phone (270) 575-2895.
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Also Lots of New Arrivals!

Khloe Layne Domescik
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Be °me a Jan on Facebook
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Swim For information or to
register, call 753-1421 or e-mail
hbosse@callowaycoredcross.org.

FRIDAY Sz SATURDAY ONLY!
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Kukenhof is situated on what was a 15th century hunting area
around a castle. Herbs for the kitchen were grown and collected
in
this are and thus the gardens were given the narne Kukenhof
(kitchen garden). Kukenhof is located in the town of Lisse which
is about 25 miles from Amsterdam. The first flower exhibition was
organized in 1949 and has continued every year since that time.

Red Cross plans Spring Swim
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Mr. and Mrs Mike Crook of Murray announce the engageme
nt
of their daughter. Chelsea Elizabeth Crook, to Philip Allen
Dunn,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Dunn of Jackson. Tenn.
Miss Crook is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Crook
of Memphis, Tenn., and the late Mr. and Mrs. Tharland
Cartwright
of Dyer, Tenn. Special "chosen grandparents" are Mr. and
Mrs.
Johnny Alexander of Dyer, Tenn.
Mr. Dunn is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Oilan B.
Dunn of
Milan, Tenn.. and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hazlewoocl of
Jackson,
Tenn., formerly of Milan, Tenn.
The bride-elect is a 2006 graduate of Murray High School
and
will receive the bachelor of science degree in Athletic Training
from
Union University in Jackson, Tenn.. in May 2010. She is currently
employed by the campus Wellness Center and is a self-emp
loyed
Certified Personal Trainer. She is a member of Zeta Tau
Alpha
Sorority.
The groom-elect is a 1999 graduate of Jackson Central Merry
High School, and a 2003 graduate of Union University,
Jackson,
Tenn., where he received a bachelor of science degree in
Business
Administration. He is currently employed by West Jackson Baptist
Church as the Church Recreation Director and by West Tennesse
e
Diamond Jaxx's as Grounds Keeper in Jackson, Tenn. He is
a member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity.
The couple plan to marry on August 28. 2010 at First Baptist
Church in Murray, Ky.

The Calloway County Chapter
of the American Red Cross is
currently registering for Spring
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Kukenhof and the surrounding area is, by far, the highlight of
spring in the Netherlands and with over 44 million visitors since
its
opening. it is also one of the most outstanding spnng events
in all
of Europe. You can view a short video and download some
beautiful photographs on their website,
HYPERL1NK
"http://www.kukenhof.n1" www.kukenhof.nl.
To see properties for sale in your neighbo
rhood,
to see Murray's real estate sales prices and to
got a
MLS market snapshot of Murray's properties,
click on the webatta:

letp://www.lieseissight.cast/vidri/dele•NAWINISTIXW411/1111
or call

...,,„21.

OnitilY

Loretta

Jobs Realtors*

(270)753-1492
301 N. 12th St.
University Square
NIurray, KY
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Kentucky

News in Brief
State could see S167 million impact from games

LEXINGTON, Ky.(API ---- A new study. N4)S Kentuck) s economic benefit from the World Equestrian Games later this
year is

likely to be higher than previously expected,
Game organizers say. the study shows Kentucky will realize a
$167 million econotrtic boost from the games. which are being
held for the first time in the United States at Lexington's
Kentucky Horse Park.
Previous projections were at the $150 million level.
The games are scheduled tor Sept. 25 to Oct. 10. As many as 60 countries will compete in eight equestrian sports for world champion titles.

Jury convicts Bourbon County jailer
PARIS. Ky.(AP) — A jailer in central Kentucky has been sentenced to 90 days in jail after a jury convicted him on criminal
charges following the death of an inmate.
The Lexington Herald-Leader reported the Bourbon County
Circuit Court jury convicted Tony Horn on two misdemeanor
counts of criminal attempt to tamper with physical e‘aience.
The finding Tuesday night was to lesser charges than Hom had
been indicted on -- two felony counts of evidence tampering and
two counts of official misconduct.

III Preservation ...

Corvette not the official Kentucky sports car
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
Political leaders in Kentucky
may have snubbcd General
Motors a second time in a week
by killing two bills to name the
Corvette as the state's official
sports car.
State Rep. C.B. Embry Jr., RMorgantown, said this week the
Corvette proposals have been
sent to legislative committees to
die.
Embry said inaction on the
bills sends the wrong message to
GM. which builds the sleek
sports cars at an assembly plant
in Bowling Green. He said he
fears the cold shoulder given to
legislation
honoring
the
Corvette could be seen as a slap
in the face of an automaker that
employs 500 people at the
Corvette plant.
"With or without a bill, the
Corvette is an iconic American

From Front

nation in Preserve America designations with 73 communities,
nation.
neighborhoods and historic disSave America's Treasures is tricts. The City
of Murray was
the nation's only bricks and named a Preserve
America commortar grant program and is one munity in 2004.
Since 2006, 10
of the federal government's Kentucky Preserv
e America
most successful tools for pre- projects have received
$705,350
serving the places that tell in grants that
require a dollarAmerica's story. The program for-dollar match,
a total investalone has been responsible for ment of more
than $1.4 million.
more than 16,000 jobs since it Wright noted.
was cre,ated in 1998. During this
Kentucky has been successful
time, SAT has designated more in Preserve America
because of
than 1,500 official projects, the network
provided through
awarded more than $300 mil- the Kentuck
y Main Street
lion in grants, and through the Program, adminis
tered by the
50/50 required match, generated Kentucky
Heritage
an additional $377 million of Council/State
Historic
invesunent.
Preservation Office, which for
"Although Murray has not be 31 years has promote
d economfortunate to receive funding to ic investment
in more than 100
date from the grants available Kentucky communi
ties. Since
through the Preserve America 1979, this prograrn
has conand Save Americas Treasures tributed more
than $3.5 billion
programs, it is vital to support to the state's
economy through
the continued funding of these public-private partners
hips. and
programs on the federal level," this network, is poised
to help
Wright said. "Every state and Kentucky continu
e to effectiveevery community involved in ly administer SAT
and PA projhistoric preservation benefits ... ects.
from preserving the historic
In 2009, Kentucky Main
assets of a conununity, building Street and Renaiss
ance on Main
stronger buy-in for reinvestment programs reported
more than
to helping create jobs. Historic $335 million invested
in downPreservation is the most bal- towns through these
programs
anced recycling program around and combined publicpnvate
and a strong economic develop- investment. This
represents
ment tool. Utilizing these two 1,047 net jobs in
Main Street
piograms along with state pro- districts, 341 new
businesses
grams helps everyone."
created, 398 downtown buildKentucky has received $6.3 ings rehabilitated,
S113,113,955
million in SAT funds for 24 in public improvements,
such as
projects, generating an addition- streetscape
projects,
al $7.8 million in matching $222,378,904 in
private investfunds for a total investment of ment and 61,878
volunteer
$14 million. Of these, it has hours committed
by board
been quantified that 17 projects members and commun
ity supcreated 171 jobs for a total porters.
investment of $21,536 per job,
Locally Murray reported more
compared with statistics show- than $333,900 investe
d in
ing that jobs generated in downtown in 20C19,
with
Kentucky through federal stim- $128,700 invested
in public
ulus funds have averaged improvements. This resulted
in
$233,839 per job created.
7 net jobs in the Main Street disPreserve America cotnple- trict. 3 new businesses
created
ments Save America's Treasures and 4 downtown building
s rehaby helping local communities bilitated. Ove..all, Murray
. has
develop sustainable manage- seen a total reinves
tment in
ment strategies and sound busi- downtown of over $11.6
million
ness practices for the continued over twelve years and a
net of
preservation and use of heritage 154 jobs.
resources. Kentucky. leads the

sports car, and we're proud to
build it in Kentucky." said GM
spokesman Greg Martin. "It
shouldn't be perceived as a
snub, and we don't take it as
that."
However. news of the
Corvette legislation's plight
comes a week after Kentucky
lawmakers passed a bill giving
automobile dealers leverage
over GM in the scramble for
franchises. GM has called on
Gov. Steve Beshear to veto that
bill.
So far, Beshear has been mum
on both bills.
House Democratic Whip John
Will Stacy of West Liberty
acknowledged Monday that the
Corvette bills appear dead, but
he didn't know why.
"Sometimes things happen
that no one has a good explanation for," Stacy said. "And this
may be one of those times."
Several lawmakers from

south-central Kentucky area
have been pushing to hrsnor
Corvette as official state sports
car. State Rep. Jody Richards,
D-Bowling Green, said hasn't
given up yet, although only
three days remain in the legislative session.
"I'm still working on it,"
Richards said Monday.
The legislauon that passed last
week gives car dealers who lost
franchises first crack at new
ones. Beshear spokeswoman
Kerri Richardson said the governor is reviewing the measure.
Lawmakers
in
Georgia.
Missouri. North Carolina and
Ohio also arr considering legis
lation to improve the lot of car
dealers who have lost franchises.
GM told 2,000 dealers nationwide it planned to revoke their
franchise
agreements
in
October, and Chrysler cut off
789 dealers because of lower

demand for cars and trucks.
Dealers complained that sonic
of the targeted sales lots are still.
profitable and that the automak-!
er hasn't offered enough details
about how it's choosing whicir
businesses to shutter.
Martin said 38 car dealers in;
Kentucky were notified that.
their franchises were being canceled. Of that number, 25 contested the decision and sought
federal arbitration. Of those, I
have received letters of intent to
reinstate the franchises from
GM
r—
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CIRCUS ACT: Oscar the clovm grabs his nose after hitting
his

head on a folding chair during his performance at the Star
Family Circus at the National Guard Armory Tuesday night.
Oscar entertained the gathered crowd with his antics while
attempting to do a double somersault off of a folding chair.
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Helicopter pad now open
Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calfoway County
Hospital's first official helicopter landing took place on
Saturday, March 20.
The new landing pad will
provide patients and caregivers
an improved transport route,
increasing safety and decreasing
the time required to transfer
patients. Currently helicopter
transports must travel to
Murray's State Stewart Stadium
parking area, requiring multiple
transports to take patients to and
from the emergency department.
For more information on the
new helipad of MurrayCalloway County Hospital, contact the MCCH Marketing
Department at 762-1381 or
Photo provided
watch us grow at www murray- Picture
a is the helicopter landing at Murray-Calloway County
hospital.org.
Hospital on March 20

Results
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1-1916

Photo provided
Pictured, from left, is Keith Travis. VP of institut
ional Development. Clara and Bobby
Stubblefield, and Judge Executive Larry Elkins.

Stubblefields purchase bricks
Special to the Ledger
Bobby and Clara Stubblefield recently purchased five commemorative bricks that will be
placed at the future Residential Hospice House in
Murray.
Bobby and Clara made the decision to purchase
several commemorative bricks in memory of the
late Myrtle Shoemaker, who was the mother of
Clara Stubblefield. Ms. Shoemaker received care
by the Hospice program at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and the Stubblefields said they
were very impressed with the level of excellent
care and compassion that was shown.
In addition, the Stubblefield's also wanted to
honor future generations of their family, so they
chose to honor their three grandchildren with
bricks of their own. Their grandchildren include
Emily Wilson, fourth grader at North Calloway

Elementary, Justin Stubblefield, freshman at
Grove in Paris, Tenn., and Janna Stubblefield, student at UT Martin who is pursuing a career in
health care.
"I think commemorative bricks are a great way
to bridge the gap between generations in our family., while raising money for the Residential
Hospice House, which will be a great project for
our community and region," said Bobby
Stubblefield.
Dedication bricks offer a wonderful way to
honor or memorialize a loved one, or celebrate
and commemorate a special occasion in your life.
If you are interested in learning more about naming opportunities available with Murray-Calloway
Endowment for Healthcare, please contact Keith
Travis, VP of Institutional Development at 7621908.

New ER welcomes patient.s
Special to the Ledger

at MCCH."With the opening of Emergency services at
MurrayPatients will I-se spending less our
new
Emergency Calloway County Hospital, contime waiting in the Emergency Department, we can accomplish
tact the MCCH Marketing
Room at Murray-Calloway this."
Department at 762-1381.
County Hospital, thanks to the
For more information on
completion of a newly expanded
and renovated Emergency
Department. It includes Fast
Track, which is now open to
patients within the new ER. This
new Fast Track wing features
three treatment rooms for
patients with minor injuries like
lacerations, sprains, ear infections, colds and other non-lifethreatening conditions.
The ER also offers a new
eleven-bed state-of-the-art unit
for incoming ER patients. As
emergency patients are registered, they can rest comfortably
and be treated in these modern
and spacious private rooms. The
new Emergency Department
also features a new trauma/Xray room, allowing critical
patients to have immediate
access for necessary imaging.
"Our goal is to continue
improve the quality of care
Murray-Calloway
County
Photo provided
Hospital has to offer," said Lisa Employees of the Emergency Department are pictured on
Ray. Vice President of Nursing opening day at its new location in ti ie South Tower.

Photo provided
Pictured, from left, is Judge Executive Larry Elkins,
Keith Bailey. CEO, Margaret Arnold,
Sharon Furches, MCCH Bcard Chair, and Keith Travis,
VP of Institutional Development.

Hospice office to be named for Arnold
Special to the Ledger
The
Murray-Calloway
Endowment for Healthcare
recently
announced
that
Margaret Arnold, and Tommy
Arnold in memory of Dick
Arnold, the late husband of
Margaret Arnold, and brother to
Tommy Arnold, have donated
funds for the Home Hospice
Office located at the future
Hospice House. Their family
was so impressed with the services provided by Hospice during
Mr. Amold's final day they
wanted to honor his memory
with a gift to Hospice House.
Dick Arnold received his
B.A. from the University of
Pennsylvania, an M.A. in Slavic
Linguistics from
Harvard
University, and a Ph.D. in
Russian
Literature
and

Intellectual
History
from
Princeton University. He also
lived in Yugoslavia for a year
under a Fulbright Scholarship.
Arnold served in the United
States Army and worked with
the
Research
Analysis
Corporation in McLean, VA. In
his last years he also worked
with numerous students in the
Murray area teaching them
Russian, Latin, and German and
discussing philosophy.
"Over the years Dick and
have had exemplary care at
MCCH," Margaret said. "The
opportunity to be at home with
Hospice was important for him
and for the family, especially
when I was assured by hospice
staff that the company of his cats
and parrots was perfectly fine."
Murray-Calloway Count

Hospital's Hospice House will
be a I 2-bed, residential facility
Designed to provide patients
with limited life expectancy, and
their families, a nurturing.
homelike setting: a hospice
house is a place where life's
joumey can end peacefully and
in dignity, surrounded by family
and friends.
"Naming opportunities offer
a special way to pay tribute to
family and friends who have
touched our lives," said Keith
Travis, VP of Institutional
Development.
if you are interested in learning more about naming opportunities available with Murray Calloway Endowment for
Healthcare, please contact Keith
Travis, VP of Institutional
Development at 762-1908.
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-1.hc region's most experienced cardiothoraeic surgical team that

Arthritis and
Rheumatology Clinic
Kishorkumar Desai, M.D., Rheumatologist in Hopkinsville
, KY
cares for rheumatic. diseases - including Rheumatoid
Arthritis.
Osteoporosis, Osteoarthritis, Gout. Lupus, Knee Pain,
Bursitis.
Tendonitis & some others.
Dr. Desai provides infusion therapy, including Remicade and
Orencia. Laboratory, X-rays Bone Density Scan and MRI
on site.
Dr. Desai is a resident of Hopkinsville. Nurses and lab
technicians are available to assist you with your illnes
s.
1910 S. VIRGINIA ST., STE 101
HOPKINSVIEEE, KY 42240
270-885-3876
ACCEPTING NEW P4TIENTS

237 B DUNBAR CAVE ROAD
CLARKSVII.1 E, TN 37043
931-542-9124
MOST INSI'RANCES ACCEPTED

brought you thc first coronary artery bypass and the
first minimally invasive lung surgerv is the team that places
YOU first - nights, weekends or whenever your heart needs us.
2-4

-

- exclusively

)111

c

at Western

Baptist Hospital.

Western Kentucky

Heart& Chest Surgery
Associate,.
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Listed below are the individuals, firms and corporations who have faded to
pay 2008 City of Murray property taxes. The amobrii
set opposite the proper)), owner's name la the amount delinquent
$5.00 publication charge will be addeti each time the delinquent account published
taxes, penalty and interest In addition to that amount. a
Unpaid property taxek become a lien upon
is
the described properties until paid in full. The City of Murray
91 527 for collection of unpaid taxes
utilizes the tax forclosurv method Nut/tensed by }CRS 91.481 Hada McClure
Owner Name 1
Property' Address
City Clerk
Total Due
HALE ANGELA
TR NORTHWINDS 024
A R C PROPERTIES LLC
56
1607 CAMPBELL
13
NEW
BEGINNINGS
455.56
tangibles
HANCOCK VALERIE & BOBBY COPELAND
14.21
ADAMS ALISHA
343.32
TI. NORTHWINDS 027
NEWSOME DEBBIE
3.48
HARDEES FOOD .SYSTEMS
502 CHANTILLY DRIVE
653.99
15004 TANGIBLES
ARMSTRONG JONATHAN DREW 1505 CLAYSHIRE
613.08
NICHOLS JAMES
MEADOWS
HARRISON ROBERT
804 90
FOX
TR
C-001
73.75
1504 CANTERBURY
AUSTIN JOHN & CONNIE
1,307.92
613 S 3RD
OUTLAND KENNETH ORAN
150.92
HART DONALD JR
706 GLENDALE
566.44
TR FOX MEADOWS C-006
B & L AUTOMOTIVE
17.38
tangibles
PAGE JUDY
104.31
HEATHERLY WENDY
TR COACH ESTATES E-009
4968
TR
COACH
ESTATES
BARNETT DIANE
F-008
69 42
106 BROACH
PATTON NOVEL
563.41
HEINER CHARLES & TRACY CAMERON 1401 MAIN
303 PINE
291.78
BLANTON LUKE JR
1,458.84
506 N 1ST
PAYNE JAMES E
301 83
HERITAGE KITCHENS & MORE INC
313 WOODLAWN
603.66
BOGARD KENNETH RALPH
138.94
719 S 4TH
PEFtRY VICTOR
553.35
HODGE MICHAEL
407 L P MILLER
452 75
1517 CLAYSHIRE
BOGARD KENNETH RALPH
1.207.32
713 RIVER ROAD
PERRY VICTOR & WILLIE
117.72
HODGE MICHAEL
408 N 1ST
110.66
915
COLDWAT
ER
BROWNE AMY
764.64
TR RIVIERA 202
PLUNKETT SUSAN G
16.91
HODGE MICHAEL D & DIANA S 1301 S 16TH
304 N l'7TH
653.99
BUCY EMMA
251.52
914 N 16TH
POE JAMES EDWARD
1,056 41
1505
HOLMAN AARON J
HENRY
986.97
1634 OLIVE
BUMPHIS OREA NELLE
969.80
204 PINE
QUAD STATE BUILDERS INC
113.69
207 S 7TH
HORNI3UCKLE JAMES
503.07
225 L P MILLER
BURKETT BRIAN S & VALARIE
48.30
1550 CANTERBURY
QUAD STATE BUILDERS INC
1,136.89
HORNBUCKLE JAMES
158.50
506
N
CHERRY
BURTON BILLENE
241.45
300 N 18TH
RAY LISA WINTERS
754.58
1501
HORNBUCKLE JAMES
CLAYSHIR
E
855 18
504 N 6TH
CALDWELL TERRY
171.04
143 QUEENSWAY DRIVE
RICHARDSON LYNN
386.15
TR
COACH
HOFtNBUCKLE JAMES
ESTATES
G-003
26.04
1310 KIRKWOOD
CAMACHO GAYLE
1,157.01
TR COACH ESTATES E-016
FUNGBLOOM SHARON
108.47
TR COACH ESTATES H-014
HORNBUCICLE jAMES R
112.79
601 S 4TH
CASTLEMAN WILLIAM
442.69
TR RIVIERA 225
ROBINSON
MAI3LE
C
LIFE
EST
26.04
711 GOODMAN
HORNBUCKLE JAMES R
1,056.41
509 N CHERRY
CATLE'IT GEORGE E
171.04
1707 N 4TH
ROSS THOMAS
244.28
TR RIVIERA 171
HOFtNBUCKLE JAMES RICHARD S 1106 OLIVE
13.01
CATLETT GEORGE E
764.58
CHERRY
RUTLEDGE ANTHONY
22.13
405 N 1ST
HORNBUCKLE THOMASI.ILLIE 311 CHESTNUT
238.45
CATLETT GEORGE E
804.90
707 S 3RD
RUTLEDGE DWIGHT G
43.26
503 L P MILLER
HORNBUCKLE THOMAS/LILLIE 510 N 3RD
35.21
CAVITT TERESA
251.52
100 SPRUCE
SHIELDS BECKY
181.11
TR RIVIERA 069
HORNBUCKLE THOMAS W SR
7.39
309 CHESTNUT
CAVITT TAMMY
855.18
504 N CHERRY
SHREEHARI INC
161.97
1202 S 12TH
HOftNBUCKLE THOMAS W SR
6,237.81
502
N
CHERRY
CHURCHILL MAX H
35.21
RIVER ROAD
SKINNER JOHN W
34.34
201
IMULBERR
RU'TLEDG
Y
E
ROBERT
254.55
409 N 1ST
CONNELLY DIANE
9.04
TR RIVIERA 243
RUTLEDGE ROBERT
400 N 1ST
8.66
RUTLEDGE ROBERT
6.04
105 PINE
COOPER KIMBERLY JAVACE
11.06
405 S 2ND
SPRINT' UNITED MANAGEMENT CO
191.18
HL'DSON JAMES L
17.02
903 N 4TH
CORNERSTONE APARTMENTS LLC 1723 BROOKLYN
6.50
STEELY NANCY
2,325.58
219
S
HUDSPETH LLNDSEY
15TH
714.33
404 N CHERRY
CROUCH JARED
201.23
TR COACH ESTATES B-006
STOUFFER HARRY OR LISA
TR RIVIERA 133
47.71
HUMPHREYS LESLIE R
13.01
407 N 4TH
CUNNINGHAM STEPHANIE
301.83
1613 SUNSET
TEAGUE BELINDA
707.30
108 SPRUCE
HUMPHRE
YS
LESLIE
321.96
RAY
406
N
4TH
D D INC
86.51
THOMAS TODD
216.93
1627
HUTSON AG SERVICE INC
COLLEGE FARM ROAD
955.82
RAILROAD
DARCL'S DORIS E
150.92
1502 OAK
TINSLEY DONNIE
626.19
TR FOX MEADOWS E-019
JACKSON HILDA
39.05
301 PINE
DAVIS BOBS! L
160.98
1303 VINE
TINSLEY NIKKI
638.87
1500
JASZENKO BRIDGET
CLAYSHIR
E
1,066.41
TR
RIVIERA 060
DENHAN4 MARK & LESLIE H
69.42
802 N 17TH
TOP CHOICE FABRICATORS LLC TANGIBLES
JEN'NINGS M SHANE/CHRISTA
689.18
410.41
1706
DORAN
ROAD
SOUTH
DIXIE OUTLAW AUTOMATIVE
780.99
TANGIBLES
TOP CHOICE FABRICATORS LLC N 4TH
4.12
KALBERER JOHN
1,735.52
603 BROAD
DONOHO ESTER MARIE
291.79
310 S 15TH
TRANTHAM EMILY
623.79
TR RIVIERA 113
KAUS G KAY
69.42
TR COACH ESTATES H-003
DOWDY JANICE
69.42
TR FOX MEADOWS B-004
TUBBS
RACHEL & DWAIN
1810
52.08
KEY
SHERRIE
JOYCE
LANE
K
336.27
TR
FUVIERA
205
EDGAR SCOTT W
43.38
RIVERWCKM
TYLER RONALD
251.52
TR RIVIERA 262
KIDZTOWN 'ACADEMY LLC
6.42
ELWELL FRANK W
203.85
21 NOTTINGHAM LANE
POWELL TONY
416.51
1616 MAIN
KINGINS KIM
674.07
TR RIVIERA 215 •
ENGLISH SCOTT & MIT7.1 G
26.04
1706 MAGNOLIA
H H 2 FOODS INC
1,302.91
801
KNIGHT ALESIA G
PARAMOU
NT
DRIVE
1,410.10
700 EARL COURT
EPPERSON PROPERTIES LLC
835.06
625 BROAD
WALKER SHONNA L
487.95
1706 OLIVE
ICNIGHT LATRICIA A
697.23
1006 OLIVE
FIRST AMERICAN REALTY LLC 406 N 5TH
603.66
WALLIN TIMOTHY
352.16
214 IRVAN
LYONS DORTHA N
754.58
1401
JOHNSON
FIRST AMERICAN REALTY LLC
465.81
1604 COLLEGE FARM ROAD
JACKSON DENNIS
653.99
123
MARTIN LEE & TERI
SPRUCE
402.43
1109 OLIVE
FIRST REALTY GROUP INC
554.56
TANGIBLES
WARREN CHARLIE & BEVERLY KING DRIVE
194.84
MATTSON
JENNIFER
78.09
TR FOX MEADOWS D-010
FOX BRENDA
47.71
515 S 7TH
WARREN CHARLIE & BEVERLY 412 N 6TH
558.35
MCCARTY AN'THONY
402.43
TR FOX MEADOWS E-024
FOX BRYAN
52.08
TR COACH ESTATES D-005
WARREN
CHARLIE
&
BEVERLY
1304
30.38
KIRKWOOD
MCCUISTON ANGELA K
744.52
1411 N 4TH
FOX JERRY D
325.43
502 PINE
WEATHERFORD JERRY DARWIN 606 N 1.1334
38.25
MCCUISTON WILLIAM
1,006.09
1213 MELROSE
FRANCIS JENNIFER
804.90
TR COACH ESTATES C-001
WHITE PEGGY J
TR
34.71
MCGEHEE
COACH-MA
JESSE
TES
H-004
JR
&
52.08
101 ASH
FUTRELL JIMMY L
48.30
1103 COUNTY CORK
WILLIAMS CASEY & AMANDA
60.76
1828 ANGELLA DRIVE
MCLEOD DAVID
108.47
TR FOX MEADOWS B-04A
GILLIAM PATRICIA
47.71
TR FOX MEADOWS E-010
WILLIAMS
CASEY
&
AMANDA
78 09
1979
MCNUTT CORINNE
FONTANTA DRIVE
138.83
1403 MAIN
GILSON AGNES 0
754.58
S 4TH
WILLIAMS CtiARLES
100.80
Tft FOX MEADOWS D-009
MCNUTT CORINNE
56.43
1406 MAIN
GILSON GREG
1,006.09
807 S 4TH
WILLIA.MS COURTNEY
603.66
TR
MILLER TERESA
COACH
F.STATES
P-005
56.43
TR
FOX 1MEADOWS B-007
GLASSGOW MARK
138.83
TR FOX MEADOWS 13-005
WILLIAMS JAMES F III
66.09
117 GUINEVERE DRIVE
MOORE
WILLIAM
H
&
BARBARA
21.71
1501
CHAUCER
GLOVIER LLOYD
1,307.92
1011 NORTH1SOOD
WILLIAMS LANA W
282.02
114 GUINEVERE DRIVE
MORGAN LORI
368.81
TR COACH ESTATES F-003
GRACE DONALD
52.08
TR RIVIERA 065
CRAWFORD KEVIN & MELISSA
30.38
914 BEE CREEK
MORRIS DAVID ANTHONY
2'35.06
1214 MELROSE
GROGAN BERNICE
.7•55 18
202 SPRUC E
WINCHEST
ER STEVE
315.92
1300 POPLAR
MORfUS
JOHN
&
ANGIE
402.43
512
BROAD
GROGAN JENNIFER
462.81
WINSTEAD DAVID A & LESLIE 104 HICKORY
502 N 5TH
251.52
MUNDAY JASON E
1,046.
304 MULBERRY
GUPTON SA.NDRA
362.21
TR FOX MEADOWS E-011
45.54
MURRELL
VERNON E & CHARLOT 1541 MOCKINGBIRD
HAIR & BEYOND
600.05
TANGIBLES
49.17
NALL REBECCA
TR RIV/ERA 252
2.16

COMMONWEALTH OF /CENTUCKY
COURT'OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00484
PIAINTIFF

VS. NOTICE OF SALE
EDWARD M. RUBIO. UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF
EDWARD M. RUBIO,AND CALLOWAY
COUNTY, KENTUCKY,

By virtue c
Court on 6
Plaintiff in
sale at the
to the high
10:00 a m
Calloway
Murray. Kl
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136 feet Ea

Being the a
Michael D
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COMMONWEALTH OF KTNTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00526
BRANCH BANICING & TRUST COMPANY,

ROBERT I
JULIE WI

Except any
which ha.
rights and i
als /f any

90

010

NATIONAL CITY ftEAL ESTATE'SERVICES, LLC,
Successor by Merger to National City Mortgage, Inc..
Rhin National City Mortgage Co.,

Lost and Found

Ant. \Eno
cher'5 les to
PLAINTIFF.

VS. NCYTICE OF SALE
DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Default Judgment In Rem and Order of Sale
entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court on February 22. 2010, in the above cause,
to satisfy the
Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of
$34,255.50, I shall proceed t,o offer for sale at the Courthouae door in the City
of Murray. Calloway
County. Kentucky, to the highest bidder. at public auction
on Friday, April 16.
2010, at the hour of 10:00 a rit, local tinie, or thereabout,
the following described
property located in Calloway County. Kentucky, with its
addreas being Lot 58.
Legacy Cove, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly
described tOr follows,
Being designated 18 Lot 58, WE:STERN SHORES, Phase
IV, shown on the
plat of same of record in Plat Book 39, Page 55, Slide 3771.
in the Calloway
County Court Clerk's Office in Murray, Kentucky. to which
plat specific reference ia hereby made for a more particular description of
said lot.
Subject to covenants arid restrictions for WESTERN
SHORES recorded in Book
8.43. Page 415. amended in Book 651, Page 786, in
the Calloway County Clerk's
Offi in Murray, Kentucky
Subject to all restrictions, conditions, requirements and
eanements as Net out in
the Deed from the United States of America Tennessee
Valley Authority of
record in Book 103, Page 479 through 531, in the Calloway
County Clerk's
Office in Murray. Kentucky
Subject to TVA Restriction which does not convey any right to
construct or maintain a private water use facility Rights of ingress and
egress to and from the
waters of Kentucky Lake or to conatruct or maintain private
water use facilities
which may have accrued to this lot, if any. are vested in
Western Shores Group
Dock Association and are exercised in accordance with the
Association
Agreement and only through the TVA 26A permit already
issued to the Group
Dock Association or subsequent such perrniL%
issued
Being the same property conveyed to Edward M. Rubio
by deed of Conveyance
from KY Land Partners, LLC, dated February 13, 2008. in Book 733,
Page 470.
in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office in Murray,
Kentucky.
Tlie aforementioned property shall be sold on
a caah or credit base. of forty-five
days. but if sold on a credit of 45 days, the purchaser shall
be required to
depoait with the commissioner ten percent(10%) of the
purchame price, with the
balance to be paid in full within forty-five •45) days, with sufficient surety
bond
bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid. and
fully
due and payable in forty-five dsys A hen shall be retained on
the property
additional aecurity. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid. but
shall be sold subject to the current year ad valorem taxes
This 26th day of March, 2010
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

All line oda placed In our paper are
i
posted on our webeite for free!

JAMES D. TUCKER,a/k/a JAMES DENNIS TUCKER,
LAURA TUCKER, U.S. BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, N.D.,
DEFENDANTS.
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Callcnvay
Circuit
Court on January 11, 2010, in the above cause, to satisfy the
Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $179,522.35, I shall proceed
to offer for
.le at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, April 16. 2010,
at the hour of
10,00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located
in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 2004 Atkina Way, Murray,
KY 42071, and being more particularly deacribed as follows:
TRACT' I. Lot No. 33 in Unit II of Saddle Creek Subdivision in Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky. Said Lot is recorded in Plat Book 26, Page
29, Slide
2444, in the Office of the Clerk of'the Calloway County C,ourt. Said
Subdivision
is located in the Southwest quarter of Section 4, Ibernship 1, Range
4 East.
TRACT II: Lot No 30 in Unit II of Saddle Creek Subdivision in Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky. Said Lot is recorded in Plat Book 26,
Page 29. Slide
2444, in the Office of the Clerk of the Calloway County. Court. Said
Subdivision
is located in the Southwest quarter of Section 4, Townahip 1, Range
4 East
Being all of that property conveyed by deed from Joy A. Buckingham. et
al .
dated July 6, 2004, of record in Book 565, Page 147, in the office of the
Clerk of
Calloway
the
County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a climb or credit basis
of 30 days.
but if sold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be required
to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent of the purchaae pnce. v.-ith the balance
to be paid
in full within thirty (30 days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing
interest at
12% per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and
payable in
thirty(30)days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional
security
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid by the Commission
er, but the
property shall be sold subject to the current year ad valorem
taxes
T'his 26th day of March, 2010
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Free Pallets

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first Insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made.

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever tor their
activities

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR.ONLY
S75.00PER
IbIONTH
CALL 753-1916

)

SPECIAL!!!

Loading Dock of Murray Ledger & Times
First Come First Serve

The Place to Start.... &limey Ledger & Times

Please No Phone Calls

(270)753-1916

Call 753-1916

This lx1.5
could be yours
for ONLY S85
per month.
Up to 20 words.
(270)753-1916

CO-TEAM dnver
dnve with 1 person
Male or female
270-924-9933

4t into
•4•Nr•.s••t•
Savi-ngs!
subs-Cribe to the

Mt[RRAY
LEDGER &TIMES
Horne Delivery

1 yr. -.....--5105.00

Rest ut KY/TN
CR.,. A Baa-A.n.)
3 tato.-----$70-50
6 tno.,---$90.00
1 yr...--$120.00
Check

Local Mail
3 mo......-435.00
6 BITO.
1 yr...-.--...3110.00
Ali Otber Mail
Subscriptions
3 mu.
6 mo......--$96.00
1 yr. -....--.$145.00

Money Order

Visa

MX

ii.11'

I St Ad-1n,,
I .
( di
I Slate

(270)293;9781
(270)436-2626

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to
help, Your loved
one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Frtends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

NON-SMOKING
female seeking roommate Furnished 2BR
apt in Murray. Utilities,
wid, cable included.
&350/mo plus disposi
731-642-0210

STOCK your pond The
Fish Truck will be
Wed., April 14 Murray
Souther States 11:1512:00. Orders
800-335-2077

TURKEY
i-IUNTERS.
If A(1 YOl.

NOTICE
Effective April 1, 2010. Murray Electric Syatein will
begin paying the current highest local interest rate
that can be obtained on a 12 to 13 month certificate
of deposit on all necurity deposits currently posted
This interest will change annually on Apnl 1, to
reflect current interest

t!Iowa. tri?in •••
xi...it 11111'
tt eimmly Ititt
licrcialiencami
753-911.114

1

Zip

Davt:rat Ph
N1,11 tMs c.up,ri with pa \ rr,cm to
Murray Ledger & Timex
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916

lists Ww
BORED??? ..11
FAQ's Cajun &
Restaurant's
Gras" Pans Li
Team. Now ini
ing manager E
enceo
sen
casual &ling
rate backgrou.
!erred) E-maii
to:
rnourg03590co
Or fax 731-96E
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FULL OR PA
housekeeping
Plaza Lodge
person after
No phone cal
FULL-TIME
nance position
with benefit5
per hour, ni
table. Must b•
bend, stoop,
least
50
Knowledge o
cal, plumbing,
carpentry
Previous mai,
expenence pro
Hilldate Apartr
64 Hilldale Lai
Hardin, KY 42
Phone (270)4;
EOE

dger & Times
NIurray Leder! &

CLASSIFIEDs
•
•
•
•
•

Ind
Ilona

COMMONVo'EALTH OF h.
COURT OF JUsTii
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 08-CI-00491

SOW
---

-
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-Ikon. 5pm.

-411 pm.
-Thur. 11
_mut psi
tr
f,
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$ MINIMINI

'VISA

JUST ARRIVED

t'o!intrywkie Home Loans, Servicing, L.P.

Trends 81 Treasures Mall

ROBERT B RAY,
.111LIE WILLIAMS-RAY,

(Old Uncle Jeff's Building)
DEFENDANTS

Hy virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by
the Calloway Circuit
Court on March 9. 2009, in the above cause, to !satisfy
the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $62.492
12, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public ortion on Friday, April
16, 2010. at the hour of
10:00 a.m., local time, or thereaaout. the following
described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky. with ita address being 404
South 10th Street.
Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly. deecribed
as follows
let No 5 and South half of Lot No 4 in Block
C of Henry Additton, Plat to so Pit
in Deed Book No. 27, at
Page 268 This makes a lot 75 feet North and South by
:36 feet East •nd West
Except any. interest in the coal. oil. gas and
other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in
pnor conveyances, and all
nghts and easements in favor of the estate of said coal,
otl, gas and other minerals, if any.
Being the same property. conveyed to Robert B Flay, et
tut., by deed from
Michael D Conley, et us., dated November I, 2006. of
record in Deed Book 669.
Page 361, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court

that amount h
ny KFIS
41,i

14 21
653 99
73.75
568.44
009
49.88
291.78
603.66
452.75
110.66
653.99
985.97
503.07
158.50
855_18
26.04
I.4
112.79
1,056.41
13.01
238.45
35.21
7.39
6,237.81
254.55
6.04
17 0'2
714.33
13.01
321.96
iD
955.82
39.05
1,056.41
410.41
1,735.52
69.42
336.27
6.42
674.07
1,410.10
697.23
754.58
402.43
78.09
402.43
744.52
1,006.09
)4
52.08
108.47
138.83
66.43
)5
56.43
21.71
368.81
295.06
402.43
1,046
tI

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or
credit basis of thirty (30!
days, hut if sold on a credit of thirty 301days, the punhaser
shall depusit with
the Commissioner one-third !1/11. of the purchaole pnce
and execute bond with
good and suffictent surety for the remainder, in two equal
installments, beanng
intereet at 12% per annum from the date of sale until
paid and fully due and
peyable within thirty days. A lien shall he retained on the
property as additional !security. All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertaine
d and paid by the
Commissioner,
the property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem
taxes.
This 26th day of Match, 2010
Respectfully submitted,
MAX Vo' PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
060

11111.1RIVW, KV & ROCHESTER,IN'
Taking

awlfgatigmi

Full time over the road drivers with a
Class A CDL. Home every 1-2 weeks.
Must h.ave a good MVR
Earn up to 41pm.
Health Ins./ Retirement Plan
Paid Holidays & Drt. Safety Bonus.
Also seeking Part time drivers

Please cal1 270-759-5540
Monday thru
Friday
10 asn.-4 p.m,.

Britthaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for a fuli-time
afternoon LPN posrtion We also offer an
excellent benefrt package Must be licensed
in the State of Kentucky
Appiy in person at Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOLAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

0,60

753-1916

MO Wonted

AM dryer to
Oh 1 person
female
1-9933

rgs!

NIFS'
_JI,

Mail

Illms air]

_.$35,00

$63.00
.-.3110.00

tier Mail
Tiptions
-.».475.00
--$16.00
-3145.00

int to
ee

NM IMO IM1

[
Winid
BORED??? Join Meo
Mio's Cajun & Seafood
Restaurant's -Mardi
Gras" Paris Landing
Team. Now interviewing manager expenenced full service
casual dining (corporate background preferred) E-mail resume
to:
osburg03990charter net
or fax 731-968-0399.
DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage al
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local joh
listings will appear on
this WebSitC
However. as a national
wehsite, not all lisungs
on the jobnetwork COTTI
ale placed through
tkie Murray Ledger
& Tunes. Please
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
joh listings Thank you
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person atter 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
FULL-TIME
maintenance position opening
with benefits. $8.75
per hour, non-negotiable Must be able to
bend, stoop, and lift at
least
50
lbs.
Knowledge of electrical, plumbing, and light
carpentry
required
Previous maintenance
expenence preferred.
Hilldale Apartments
64 Hilkfale Lane #301
Hardin, KY 42048
Phone (270)437-4113
EOE

HAIRDRESSERS
needed. Well established, high traffic
salon. Booth rental.
Murray. KY.
270-227-9319.
LOCAL expedite company seeking an OTR
driver
will
accept
teams or singles No
CDL needed No logging. Clean MVR.
58(1-794-0402
JOIN THE TEANII
Landscapes, Inc
Manitenance divis.on
has full time opening
Qualified applicant must
have sate driving history
pass drug screen and
background check
1 in rson
51.2 S. 4th St.
JOIN THE TEAMI

an capes, nc
Pan-rinie office assistant Flexible hours
Strong organizational
& expenence wrth
guidebooks microsoft
othce a must
Send resume to
512 5. 4th St.
REWARDING Career
Opportunity.
Immediate openings
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
self-motivated hardworking team player
Excellent fnnge benefits. Complete training
provided. Bring
resume to: Fleming
Furniture. 3060 Hwy.
641N., Murray, KY
42071 or email to murray @flemingturniture c
om
nti.1.1,11

SPORTABLE SCORE
BOARDS, a local man
ufactver of electronic
scoreboards. is seeking an individual with
diversified qualifications for the full time
position of Customer
Service
Representative
The successful candidate will have c-ell center experience. be
computer savvy. posse
excellent communication skills and will be
able to multi-task while
responding to our customers' needs in a professional manner.

REX'S Worm Farm
4600 Irvin Cobb Rd.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)436-2189
Wax Worms
250- cup $8.00
Night Crawlers
$2.00 dozen
Meal Worms
1.000 $15.00
Red Worms
40 cup 53.00

Sportable Scoreboards
is a solid, growing
company that offers
competitive wages and
benefits. Please apply
at:
106 Max Hurt
Drive,
Murray
KY
42071 or email resume
to: recruiting @scoreboard1 corn

CHILDCARE cente
seeking Infant Teache
with CDA or nigher
Full time with benefits
Please apply in person
at 1406 Suite B. North
12th St., Murray
HOUSE 6. Office
cleaning. References.
2S3-3253
NOW
pre-enrolling
children ages 0-5 yrs.
at Christian childcare
center. located at 810
Whitnell
by
Neon
Beach Full-time child
care rates $110hveek.
Part-time rate $23/day
767-1177. Come grow
with us.
Super Cleaning
Do you need your
house cleaned top to
bottom? Give
Me a call
731-336-3891

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

3BR, 2BA, very nice.
1800
Valley
Dr.
5700/mo. 753-5344.

Appattneel

4BR, C/H/A, all appiiances. Coleman RE
753-9898

BUYING
Junk cars. trucks and
tractors. 436-5235.
227-6004
BUYING old U.S. Coin
collections
Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

2BR apt. partially furnished, some utieties
paid,
no
pets,
S'730:mJ. /67-9037
2BR near MSU. appliances
furnished,
C/H/A. Coleman RE
753-9898
3BR, 2BA, no pets
5700/mo
+
5700
deposit. 293-5423

Callowa) Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Dnvc
Murray. KY 42071
One and Two
Etedroom Apartments
270-753-8556
TDD14109-545-11133
Ext. 2113
Equal oPO.r.r.
'
,A

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
,WANO-ILLIONS
60S f Snug) 1211t St

(270) 753-1713

4PC Queen bedroom
suite MO obo 489E126

Lkloblie Home Lots For Sal1
LO I $8.500 753-6012

1984 14x70
Buccaneer 2BR, 2B.A.
C/HiA. great condition
$10,000. Located:
Coach Estates C-2.
270-227-1485.

1994
Fleetwood
70x14. front & back
deck. Electric a/c. gas
heat. Appliances must
be moved. $8.500.
270-703-0435
New Single-

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice. large 2 bedroom
with deck aod outside
storage. All appliances
Including washer.
dryer, and oishwasher.
$510/mo. 759-5885 or
293-7085.
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applica
bons for 1 & 2br unrts.
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone:
492-8721. Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus. CM/A, W&D,
S600 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets.759-4696,
293-4600
NICE,
1BR,
w/d,
smoke free, no pets, 1
yr lease $350/mo.
226-8006
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
VVe accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunrty
TDD #1-800-648-6056
thildalr lioarninnis

ments Starting
Under S250;
New Double w ides, Pay-

We Buy Land
for You, Needs
I mprovements

Bedroom
We finance.
93 I -90ft-3702

KE.Y MINI
VVAREHOUSES
1850 St. R1 1215
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

NIISI

I OR

.1 I

351. RI-VIALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner ar 21 & (IMO $25 10:15 $44
(2701436-2524
1270 293-69116

NEWLY
remodeled
2BR, $295. No cats.
753-6012.
NICE 2 bedroom. no
pets. 753-9866

$15 00 & up
T&B Lawn Service
Adult owned & operated
478-5655, 759-9295

(270) 759-4583 after 6 p.m.
5 100 Square Foot Home For Sale

ISM
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping A,
teal Vacuuming
Satisfarbon guaranteed
753-1816 227-0611

1214 Dogwood Dr. Murray
Downstairs. Living Room den, kacnen 2BR.
,tudy. 2-1/2BA UpstaIrs- Master BR. living Roorn.
2BR, 2BA. 2 c,ar garage, spacious yard

Hems For Sale
LOCALLY grown premium hay. Available at
times
all
Alfalfa.
mixes, grass mixes
Square and roLir-16
bales. Some wrapped
High protein. TDN
Students & truckers
welcome.
270-7538848 before 9:00pm
400
Yeti Sale

1

YARD SALE
HIGH RIDGE
SUBDIVISION
2 MILES VIEST OF
AURORA OFF
HVeY 68
FRIDAY
11:00-4:00
SATURDAY
S:00-12:00
Chevy Blazer fishing
supplies, a-wheeler,
microwave scanner
sewing machine. lots
more

1

BRICK DUPLEX each
une 2 bedroom, 1 bath,
newer H.VAC units, 903
Northwood Dr Near
MSU on university bus
route, 511 5.000.
270-435-4001
3I3R, 2.58A on 1 acre,
2.800 soft. Has new
roof,
large
deck.
fenced in back yard, 2
out buildings. Near
Midway on 641 S.
$158,000. 293-8283,
753-2556.

14270)293-4020
ALDRIDGE
&McCuiston Roofing

2BR, IBA, 206 Walnut
St. 731-584-8050.
IMMACULATE
brick
home, completely new
throughout new C/A/1-1
unrt, roof, appliances.
hardwood
floors
throughout, 3BR, 2BA
detached garage on 2
large tots. $95 000
753-9887
LARGE home in country with acreage 5 to
85,6 BR, 6.5 BA. poo.,
gym, play rooms, large
decks, patio. lots of out
buikfings, 3 acre lake,
good hunting & fishing.
559-2032.

HUGE
YARD SALE
217 WOODLAWN

& FRIDAY
7:00-3:00
Furniture. tools,
nice clothes,
jewelry, something
for everyone
1116

NEW home 3 BR, 2
BA, 2 car garage,
patio, cathedral ceilings, concrete drive.
energy efficient features
Rebates still
available. 210-3781 or
559-2032

For Sale
CHURCH building,
pews and pulpit on
approximately. 1 acre
of ground, Murray,
KY.
Call (8001 542-2827
or cell (931) 279-1267.
"Good" to 'Fair conditionReady to use,

0 00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
•Remoneling
*Screened Porches
•Garages
-Water & Ternete
Damage
*Decks
*Home/ Mobtla Home
Repair
436-5517
1(270)227-0587
All Carpentry Const.
New homes Additions,
Remodel. Sagging &
Rotten floors. Vinyl
Siding,
Decks,
Roofing. Mobile Home
Repair
753-2353
Larry Nimmo
Licensed & Insured

Call owner at 753-1370 Of 227-3483

370

anigift's
1111.1111.

Yes caa mastea the
aust ciprisaad
in West Ky.
03 Too nyierilwil

753-7723
Electric
Since 1986
24 Nous SEJIVICE
Res., Corn., et: Ind
Licensed & In.ured
,All jobs - hIg or ,mall i

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal. gutter
cleaning. hauling, etc.
Insured. Emergency
293-1113
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Cician
out garages. gutters
junk & trffe w

Murray Ledger dr Tins. Fair
Howling Ain Nob.
ad] mai estatts advernted herein
sublect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act. which makes tt
illegal to advertrie am reler•
ence, limitation or docrosunahoe bared on rxr.
rein
pot on. handiesp.
status
nabonal prior,
unit",
non to make any such mar,
ewes, limitations or de,ornina.
nor

A-SAP TREE
SERVICE
*Large Tree
Removal •Tnmming
*Stump Grinding
*Hangers
Servicing Benton
Hardin & Murray
(270)530-0030
(270)252-4111

‘Adte laws forbid dtsrominalson
in the sale. rt-ntal Or advertising
ot real intate based on tutors ir
addition to those visors-led
under rede-al law

AKC Dachshund puppies black & tan 6weeks old lst shots &
wormed
Pictures
available by e-mail
Located near Pans.
TN $200
731-247-3727
AKC
registered
Doberman
Pinscher
puppies 9 wks. old,
tales cut, dewclawed
Male-$400. Female$350.
Shots
&
wormed.
731-336-784/3
BORDER Collie puppies. born 1/12/10,
ABCA,
dewormed.
shots, farm raised.
270-9138-3564
DOBERMAN Pinscher
AKC 6-male, 6-female,
ready in 5wks
270-753-0531.

Sse s!:1 knowtnglie aowpi WIN
ACKe,
tV411$ tOr teal estate which
it noi in clash. os the law All
personas art herrn, Intorrned
that ail dwellrnp advertised are
available on an espial opportunity' baws
Fro hirdws assatance w;th Far
flouting Advartssing requirements. contact NAA ksAnnel
Pone r' Worn
; Nan. I MP

85

•

Sport 81111h *Wes
2001 Toyota Rav4.
new tires, extra clean.
loaded, CD, moonroof, 80 000 miles one
owner 751-0913

Left Fa UN
+ Acre lot. Comer
Haskins Lane & 121
North. 1 mile no.
Coldwater. $8,500.00
OBO. Call 753-0621
Builders Special!!
Oversized Lot's
S25,000 Location:
Wiswell at King next to
Saratoga Springs_
Financing Available.
Call 227-8393

RAT Terrier puppies,
small to medium, will
oe six to ten lbs. Ready
BY OWNER- 4.5 acres
now. $75 each.
on prestigious Oaks
270-753-2293.
Country Club Road,
ROTTWEILERS AKC
$70.000.
born 2/05/10 Males
270-435-4001
and females, shots,
wormed, tails docked,
dew claws removed.
3BR, 113A, W&D
Excellent size, colors
included. $650/mo.
Parents on-site.
2.100 sq. tt 4BR
$650/dep. 603
753-0300
2.5BA,
Sycamore. 3BR, 1BA,
screened
1710 Fanner Ave
SHIH-TZU
puppies porch, 2 car attached
garage
$750/mo, $750/dep.
csi
2 acres. 5
AKC, CKC, shots
(270)293-4600
worrned, $300 270- minutes from Murray.
Call
(270)293-3710
270-8531999.
251-0310 evenings
2009 brick
home
2,100 sq.ft.
living
space.
3BR. 2BA 1
acre.
double garage, sunroom, hilltop view. 1/2
mile to Murray. City
water & gas. By owner
STCO
M
$144,000.
270-519-8570
Units•Climate Cent
BEAUTIFUL brick 424/7 Sotwilleace • Electricity
PLEX TOWNHOUSEEach unrt 2 bedrooms.
844 Milne* awri.
1.5-bath
901
SOuthwOOd Dr near
MSU. 270-435-4001
1BR on KY lake. Den,
sunporch. deck, 2 car
garage, stove, refngerator, w/d, C/H/A. $300
deposit,
$450/mo,
Cats
OK.
354
Driftwood Ln.. Murray,
KY 42071
436-5459

ON BEA

3BR 270-227-8802

Spring Creek Oaks SuLidlyi,lor
3-4 bedroom, 2 5 bath
Asking $249 900

THURSDAY
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate controi
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxest
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600.

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858.

ments Starting
Under S399.

G(iiC
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E
(279, 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9a
M-F

)

wides, Pay-

93 I -906-3700

MI Les to
Ilt your needs
Located try
From.' radio station

N.4.m.4 14.4.

A

cy

91 International tn-axle
dump truck Good conOrton. new bed & paint
lob. good tires
293-1862

360
Storage Rental

4BR, C/H,A. ail appiiances. Coleman RE
753-9098.

REFRIGERATOR 24"
side-by-side. water &
ice in door. $250.00
4S2-8819

"NO Problem"

ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633

1BR next to MSU,
laundry on site, small
pet, $300/mo
270-356-0459
1BR, price reduced.
various
locations.
Coleman RE
753-9898.

[Et

By Owner

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU S20-50
753 7668

1BR Apt, some utilities
paid. no pets
$270/mo. 767-9037

SCAG 72" deck wi
23hp Koler engine, one
owner.
Kenmore
portable, black front,
white sides, butcher
block top dishwasher.
GE portable harvest
gold, butcher top block
dishwasher. King size
headboara with bedding,
nightstand,
dresser metal desk. iet
ski and trailer. Used
windows and doors.
270-753-4095 leave
rnessage.

Qualifications include a
minimum of 1-2 years
expenence in a customer service role,
ability to document
calls, resolve customer
issue:
and
enter
orders vnth high attention to detail.

L

1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109.

uOLF cans gas &
electnc 293-6430

FOR rent or sale 3BR
1.5BA, very roce. appliance furnished
753-2506.
FOR Sale or Lease
3BR 2 Bath lakefront
property with dock 2
1/2 car garage
270-873-7826
SMALL 2BR. appliances furnished, $395
rent & utilities $395
deposit, lyr lease. no
pets 270-753-6156

•
•
•
•
•

Warned

on and Found

give us a call,
11 tre glad to
, Your loved
)ne we'll
y to find,
e we all have
or Feathered
la Here at the
ler 6. Times.

Spring & SUMMer ;
Handbag. & Jewelry •
"All New ItalianFashion Sunglasses
reli
Select Items 20%
Booth 4166

PLAINTIFF,

VS. NOTICE OF RALE

11 EP.

-Ff1.11 tin

For Sale

es'
*,
Seel

1 LINES

1% ednesday, March 31, 2010 • 3B

COT. Will 01
a

$$SNEW 2010 Camry
SE. V6, leather $339
per month $2,000
Cash or trade down
KY tax included!
Details call
(270)753-4961 SU

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsales com
270-753-4461
2009 white, Hyundai
accent hatchback
7100-miles. 37-42mpg.
10yr/100.000 mile warranty, $13.000.
293-1193. 293-9829.
0°. for 5 years on
2010 Yaris. Coroila.
Matrix. tamry.
(Ex. Hybrid) Avalon.
Rav4. Highlander.
tundra.
Ends April s
Toyota -of Murray.
753-4961 ,
1976 Tnumph Spitfire.
43,000 original miles,
excellent condition.
$8,900 firm. 293-9T72

994
Chevy
4x4
extended cab, 6.5
diesel, good shape.
$3.800 obo
270-970-5611

ANDRUS Excavating.
and Septic Systems
Dozer. back hoe, and
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Burer

'/FRAN.
&
1-(1001 I 14 L.N IS

1711-753-2179
BAILEY'S
LAWN CARE
131R .SERVICE

. Alt t • 1!) •
(220)293-3161
BELCHER Painting Residential &
Commercial. Interl0f,
Extenor. Free
Estimates.
270-293-2028-Jerod
BRUSH & Hammer
Painting, fix-it's &
repairs, decks pressure
washed
and
stained.. 436-2228
CERTIFIED Personat
Trainer speciaa7 ng
inspirational -Alva.'
tton Strength ,
aining
8. weight mar i.jement
19 years trai.
expenonce 27c :3-3705;
ask for Paw
CHASE F utrell Lawn;
Care. eyrs exP
293-8814
DAM Lawn Cana227-1918
LOCAL Lawn Service
Free Estimates.
(2.-9)22743417

4B • Wednesday. March 31, 2010
530
Swims Offered
Dint% xi( at mu(
I INIL.
&
1.1(.111 CSRI'l \
FREE
ESTIMATES

(270/873-9916

1

DSW CUSTOM
PAINTING

Residential &
Commerciai
Free Estimates
(270)226-0505 Dave

6'30

630
Services Offered

I

Sir."'"°""d
LAWN Mowing
service Insured
16-years excerience
Call (270)751-4564
LAWN Mowing F ree
estimates. Cali Craig
Fox at 270-492-8156.
270-293-0034
LAWNS mowed. very
reasonable, free estimates. reliable
mature 753-2643
\leo.
toistruitriou
Romodiiing.
LT.
•Ituotlam *Siding.
k liath
rti
kir.: It...Hui:He.
.2'0W:4-20111
repris.x2ses

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming.
removal.
stump gnnding.
firewood. Insured.
489-2839

MILLS & SON PRESSURE
WASHING
• Vinyl siding
Wool siding

Green Acres
Lawn Care
A Cut Above The
Rest
*Shrub and tree
trimming
•Gut.er cleaning
•Other services
*Quality service at
affordable pnces

753-4455

-13ii!-k •CjwciPte
Doc.,• Vence

(270)227-6160

MITCHELL
BROS. PAVING
lid &
FlesirJell.a/

CLASSW1EDS
Murray Ledger & Times
Bul13,ing expert: Nlass. school didn't use advice

BOSTON (AP) — An anti-bullying consultant says school officials in western
Ma.ssachusetts didn't follow all the advice
she gave them months before a harassed
freshman girl conunitted suicide.
Wee/ Damaged Floors
Braces FIoar Joists
Barbara Coloroso told CBS' "The Early
Remodeling & Plumbing
Show" on Tuesday that schools need proceW141 Do Insuran
dures to protect victims and punish perpetraPsa S gastenC•1 re-J
tors. arid programs to prevent further prob731-247-5422 lems. She says South Hadley schools "had
270-293-2643 policies, but the procedures need to be
toughened up."
;
Coloroso said slit consulted with parents
THE Murray Ledger &

David's Home
Improvement

Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
BIRTHDAY for
their own risk. Although HA PPY
persons and compa- Thursday, April 1, 2010:
nies mentioned herein This year, you inight often folare believed to be rep- low your inner voice. Your sixth
utable, The Murray sense seems to be on target more
Ledger & Times. nor times than not. Though an extroany of its employees vert, you'll gain fmm frequent
accept any responsibiltimeouts. In fact, you enjoy your
ity whatsoever for their
alone time more than ever
activities.

Horoscope

*** * *
5 Star
•
Tile & Marble
ktt t.••; it t ,
t.,
t. tt

Roger R Deigado
R70)382-2041.

before. A partnership gains in
significance, and if you're
attached, you will blend even
more. You also will benefit from
weekend getaways together as a
couple. If you are single, make
sure the apple of your eye is
really free before taking the
plunge! SCORPIO understands
you well.

•ASPbott

1

• R.P.1:dritrii,,incn
40 vis,',-xpr•riei,i

weekly & pecial pickups
locally ow ned/opaaux1

799-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Hamilton Granite
.14,r.
3301 St. Rt 121N.

753-8087
1,./et
2-91hsrlat E lours. ,siiti•3

IF YOU ARE
NOT SATISFIED
, WITH YOUR
CURRENT
LAWN SERVICE
AND LOOKING
FOR A NEW
CONE PLEASE
CALL LARRY
AT 227-0726

_CLARK'S' LAWN.CA RE

•.

;iv E-Aiett.
r
271)12r -

19.58

Tadds Kum Detail

(270)759-0501

th,'Itlf, .1

YES

MOORE'Slawn
' WE CAN
Service Mowing tnrr ming & bush hogging
Free Estimates
270-293-5896 or
(2/0) 205-98213
270-7671866
' (270)- 227-564B.
MOWING
and
Trimming small to
Ace Tree
:arge.
Dependable,
Service
reliable. gutters. mulch,
shrubs trimmed, hau& Stump
mg, 11 years experiRemoval
ence. Steven 767-9178
Aenal BucketTruck
or 978-7002.
insured
muRRAY Power Wash
Commercial
(270)898-8733
Residential. Vinyl sid(270)564-8798
ing sidewalks, driveways, parking lots, etc.
WESLEY'S
Lawn
293-7063. 293-7022.
Maintenance. Relax!
Let us do your lawn
OBIRYAN TREE
this year! Landscaping,
.01i• DEBRIS
mowing, edge, shrubs,
owncri
mulching, leaf removal.
f'nerd tett
tree service, seeding,
Estunzili•
fertilizing,
aeratiiig.
•L
References available.
his
No Contract Requirea.
270-703-1021
Free estimates &
270-703-4005
insured. Over 15yrs.
Johhny O'Bryan
experience. Block and
Subdivision discounts.
270-703-9610.
POOR BOYS
WILL mow, tnm.
LAWN CARE"
mulch, paint, clean-up,
.
trP ;
or help move.
..,.trot
(270)293-9086
YEARRY'S Tree
Service Free estimates Phone
436-2562 22'-026
(270)227-9153
PROLAWN Scheduled
Lawncare. 1st mowing
tree. 270-293-1924.
Simmon's Handyman
& Carpentry Servtce
Over 25 years. Call
Don, Murray area.
519-8570.
TROYER'S
Construction
Metal Roofing, Pole
Barr, Shingles.
(270)804-6884

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so,
1 -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Allowing others to take
the initiative ensures more
enthusiasm. It might be hard for
you to wait for that moment, but
you'll draw results if you take a
lesson in patience. Your intuition
with a key person hits square on
target.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** A meeting or discussion with a tdend charges the
moment with vitality. Let others
participate in making what you
desire a reality. A new friend
could make all the difference In
the end result. Curb wild risking.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Funnel your energy into a
project. A boss or someone you
look up to could be quite
impressed with how you are handling yourself. Though you might
long to network and visit with
others, don't lose your focus.

CANCER (Juno 21-July 22)
***** Let your imagination
and fun personality come out
when dealing with others.
Investigate an idea with care.
Check in with a trusted adviser.
The possibilities seem to keep
growing. Detach for the big picture and opt to see a total vision.
Understanding grows.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You might want to open
up to new possibilities, but for
sortie reason, your mind always
goes to your home and family. A
partner is unusually enthusiastic.
Why not allow him or her to run
with the ball? This person
appears to be a better cheerleader right now.

FREE Electnc hospi j
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
al bed with all liners
**** Keep COmmunication
FREE. Electnc scoot
flowing. The problem might be
er. iust needs batterthat so many people want to chip
ies 227-1535 leave
in and share. Focusing on one
message
train of thought could be difficult
I
awa) mdinefin rig
with everything that is happenfor free?
ing. A partner demands rnore
attention'
We will run it on,
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
day for free.
*** Be more aware ot your
753-1916

More flooding threatens storm-weary East Coast
BOSTON (AP) — The second
major rain storm of the month
pounded the Northeast on
Tuesday with what meteorologists said could be record-setting
rainfall, sending rivers toward
flood stage, closing roads, delaying flights and causing a run on
basement sump pumps.
About 1,000 National Guard
troops were ready for action in
Massachusetts, where emergency
management officials were monitoring rivers that were expected
to reach flood stage, putting additional strain on residents already
weary of dealing with flooded
yards and basements.
The storm hit as the region continues to recover from a storrn
two weeks ago that dropped as
much as much as 10 inches of
rain. The National Weather
Service says more than II inches
of rain had fallen on Boston as of
Monday, and the Tuesday's rain
could break the monthly rainfall
record set in 1953.
Standing water was pooling on
roadway's acmss the region. malting dnving treacherous and forcing road closures, police said.
Weather-related delays averaged three hours at Newark

Liberty International Airport, and
two hours at New York's La
Guardia Airport, according to the
Port Authority of New York and
New Jersey. In New York City, a
mud slide caused some interruptions on a commuter rail line in
the Bronx.
The rain also caused a run on
basement sump pumps at hard-

ware and home improvement
stores.
Jim Tatarczuk, manager of
Arnesbury Industrial Supply Co.
Inc., told The Daily News of
Newburyport his store would
normally stock about 130 pumps
for the spring, but he has sold
nearly double that already.

and administrators months before I5-yearold Phoebe Prince hanged herself in January.
Authorities say she endured months of verbal assaults and threats, mostly in school and
in person, although some of the bullying
occurred on Facebook and in other electronic fortns.
"This is a wake-up call. and I think it will
happen," Coloroso said.
Nine fellow students face charges in connection with her death. including two teen
boys charged with statutory rape and a
clique of girls charged with stalking, crimi-

nal harassment and violating Phoebe's civil
rights. School officials won't be charged.
even though authorities say they knev. 'la
the bullying.
School officials have not returned :nessages left by The Associated Press.
Northwestem District Attorney Elizabeth
Scheibel, who announced the charges
Monday, said the events that occurred
between September and Phoebe's death Jan.
14 were "the culmination of a nearly threemonth campaign of verbally assaultive
behavior and threats of physical harm."

bv lacque:Ine Bluar
financial situation. You might be
encouraged to overspend, perhaps for your work or daily life.
You can justity this expenditure
with ease. Be smart about your
budget.

COME
N IN.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your personality helps
move a project far faster than
you thought possible. Encourage
others to participate, even if you
have to absorb their energy and
temporarily derail a conversation. Let the creative person in
you emerge.
SAGITTARiUS (Nov. 22-Dee.
21)
*** If you can work from
home, do. If you can close your
door at work, do. Use your
strong ability to concentrate and
absorb information. Your creativity flourishes as you absorb
facts. Keep fiction and fact separate.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Emphasize your goals,
but don't lose sight of the people
involved. You add a certain flourish through your words, energy
and ideas. Others like your presentation. even though they might
not agree with your ideas.

WE HAVE SOME

GREAT
DEALS!
2 Piece
DEAL

'AP.onto Doro 84800,00
SOCt .Ot sto• ".• •
•
tow
8 Wt..",t`.C.1 oda.,
tt.••••
•t•
Art bftir pot*lot
t•r••••.
t
IMO MOGI in X rt.:

KFC Famous
BOWLS' COMBO

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Your efforts count. If you
are a boss, how you manage a
situation could have strong financial implications. It you're
answering to a boss, how you
handle a situation or project
could uffimately be a factor leading to a pay raise or promotion.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Lady Luck is on your
shoulder, as long as you don't
attempt any fir.ancial risks.
Express an ability to see the
many different sides ot an issue_
Understand where each person
is coming from. Through this
process, solutions will evolve.

$349

•2 Pieces of Chicken 'b....b.
• Individual Mashed Pi:tenet wrth Gravy
• 1 Malt
'Medium Drink

•

$429

KFC' Maettod Rotate Bowl
Medium Dm*

.
1 to mot otortWo
ro
1.01.0 1301.4 Ir. X PIO

•

10 Piece BUCKET
• 10 Piton of Oocloon

1099
$1699

Atte

OR- -10 Piece MEAL

-10 Mom

ChuSen sew.
isms Mashol Pestoss
Gnu"
tarp Ceti Elm
4 Biscuits
84c
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Singer Susan Boyle (1961)
wrestler Randy Orton (1980),
composer Sergei Rachmaninoff
(1873)
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Marshall
seeing th-

Noticeably Different Loan Service
FN6 offers a variety of

flexible toan options to meet
your Personal, Business, &
Agriculture needs.

op,

Labrador Retriever Nix)

SHELTER HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10 AA4-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM

For more information contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at (270) 759-4141

;-

,-
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1304 Chestnut Street• Murray, KY 420710 (270) 767-1240
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Hoops
Ward:
This is an
important
step for us

PREP TRACK & FIELD PREVIEWS

returned mesPress.
mey Elizabeth
the charges
that occurred
be's death Jan.
a nearly tiveeIly assaultive
cal harm."

P.T.)

KENNEDY'S NEW
CONTRACT ALSO
BENEFITS ASSISTANTS

•29

---1
D99
B99

ly =NMI DANN
Sports Editor
That big gust of wind that whipped
through Murray Tuesday moming about 10
a.m. was the collective sigh of relief from
Racer Nation as Murray State men's head
basketball coach Billy Kennedy agreed to a
contract extension that will be effective
until 2014.
In principle. Kennedy signed a two-year
extension Tuesday and takes
his base salary from
$140,000 to $250,000.
"I'm very thankful for
Dr. Dunn's and Allen
Ward's conunitment to me
and my staff," Kennedy
said. "The MSU communiKennedy
ty is a special place and I'm
excited about the future and
I'm thanlcful to be the coach
at Murray State. I love my
Murray pole vaulter Michael Orr makes this leap during
TOMMY DILLARD / hie phoh,
a ineet last season. Orr placed second at the Class
players and I look forward
lA state meet in 2009 with a
jump of 11 feet, 6 inches. Orr and teammate Ryan
Greer will make a push for state gold in pole vaultin
to another special season
g as seniors.
next year."
The fourth-year head
coach. who just had one of
Ward
the most successful seasons
in MSU history, taking the Racers into the
second round of the NCAA Tournament and
winning a conference record 31 games, will
still have many of the same incentives in his
current contract.
Although, should Kennedy leave for
another school in one of I 1 other conferences — in addition to buying out the
By TCIMMY DILLARD
them."
remainder of his salary — the hiring school
team two-deep," he said. "We're trying
Sports Writer
2010 PRLP
Boggess has done just thaa..-4-ie to get it to where we
would pay $50,000 in darnages. If he leaves
have
the:ail:pal to
.1d. Boggess knew
already has a lengthy list of first-year score the points we
TRAIK & FIELD
for a school not a member of those 11 conneed to score."
pienty about the athletes he believes makes his
ferences, the damages amount would be
squad
Not only do the Tigers have the necMurray
Murray track pro- championship-caliber.
$20,000.
essary depth in most events. they also
Coach: Mark Boggess ilst Season)
gram when he was
On the girls side, there's Davey have an unusual crop
Also, if Kennedy reaches the postseason
Returning state qualifiers: Selina
of talent for a I A
LaJeret (400 dash). Paul Gong (400
again in 2010-2011, his contract will autohired as its head Mauney, a cheerleader who Boggess school.
dash).
Brandon
Wicks
1200
dash', Man
says is capable of winning an individual
matically extend back to its original fourcoach last May.
Murray returns nine athletes who
Deese i shot put). Robert Olive (discus!.
year time frame.
Catherine
As ari a.ssistant at region title in the pole vault. Boggess competed as indivuals in the KHSAA
itnple Jump, hgh
Knstrna Keifer (pole vault).
Marshall County. Boggess remembers recruited her after watching her in gym state meet last year, beginni
Kennedy's new contract also meant
ng with
Michael Orr i pole vault), Ryan Greer
seeing the Tigers during last year's class.
more for his assistants as well.
three-time defending high jump state
(poie vault). boys 4x800 relay (Steven
He also has more than half of the champion Catherine
indoor season and being impressed with
"We have a really good team coming
Speed, Landon Russell, Ryan Miller)
Claywell.
boys 4x200 relay (Brandon Wicks,
girls soccer team, most of whom
the team's speed.
back and a great opportunity to defend our
Her championship jump of 5 feet, 6
Stephen Fortesti. gins 4x400 relay
championships," Ward added.
As an alumnus of Murray himself haven't previously particpated in track, inches in 2009 was the highest
(Sekna LaJeret, Caminito Jo Boom. Labe
in any
and a former state champion in the high running mid-distance.
"Keeping the coaching staff together
Kendley. Zon Taylor) boys 4x400 relay
class. The sophomore already. bested it
(Christian Duncan, Landon Russell, Paul
On the boys side, there's DeAngelo this year, however
jump, the first-year head coach knows
gives us the best chance to capitalize on last
, leaping 5-8 in an
Gong
the program's proud history. He also Foster, who Boggess convinced to indoor meet.
year's success and ensure nothing disrupts
DGEFIS SCHEDULE
knows it's been a while since the Tigers come out for the discus throw on a
the momentum the program is experiencPractically a shoe-in for'a fourth title
April 2: Race for the Cure at Marshal. Co
whim. Foster is already throwing 115 in the high jump
ing. Being able to negotiate and put togethwon a region title.
(gwls only' 10: melte:ion of the South at Marshaa
this year, Claywell is
Co , 17: Hopionsuele Inyeational. 20: CALer a package attractive enough to retain a
"It's time," said Boggess, who was feet, good enough to place him in the working on becoming more versatile
LOWAY'MURRAY ALL-COMERS 27: CAL
hired in May to head up a program rich top 12 in the state in Class 1A.
highly sought after coach is a first, I would
LOWAY MURRAY DUEL MEE,
under Boggess, who has served as her
May 1 Great Gato, Invnalional a, Western
The list could go on and on, but the personal coach for
with returning talent. "We have some
imagine. I understand the parameters of a
the last two years
Kentuciy Universey. 77 Twiltsee Reiavs
talented seniors on the boys side and point is that Boggess has spent much of while he was at Marshall.
mid-major prograni, and ultimately where
Mershaii Co 111 CALLOWAYMURRAY FILL
THE LANES. 14: Henderson Co Inyttational 111:
the offseason selling his program to
now is the time to do it.
that
can lead for coaches at Murray State,
"We're working on her triple jump
CALLOWAY MURRAY ALL COMERS 29: Class
; "... I knew there were athletes in new athletes who can give his team the and her hurdles," he said
but this is an important step for us."
A Bergson 1 Champions/1*s at Marshall Co
of Claywell.
June 5: KHSAA State Championships at
these hallways — they've always had depth it will need to bring home the who also placed fifth in the
University of Louisville
triple jump
them. I just had to get in the hallways, regional hardware.
at state last year. "We're trying to
HOME MEETS IN ALL CAPS, ALL HOME
"You get two entries in each event at
sell the vision to them and recruit
MEETS HELD AT MURRAY STATE'S ROY
regionals, so I'm trying to build my
RACER R()t NDUP
STEWART STADIUM
m See MHS,2C

FRESH FACES HOPE TO PUSH
MHS TO REGION TITLE
F1RST-YEAR COACH: Now
is THE TIME

FOR BOYS TO BRING HOME HARDWARE

m

LAKERS HOPE TO BUILD ON MAGICAL SEASON
CALLOWAY
RETURNS TALENT,
BUT YOUTH MOVEMENT UNDERWAY

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
he 2009 season was a
breakthrough one for the
Calloway County track
and field team.
The
Laker
boys
brought home a region
title for the first time in
head coach Keith Jared's decade-long
tenure, loosening the grip of longtime
lyower Paducah Tilghman on the
tegion.
, Calloway also won three state
championships. getting two from
now-senior thrower Tyrrell Willis and
an upset victory from the boys 4x800
telay team.
: But Jared is the first to admit that
the Lakers will have trouble replicating those feats this season.
Calloway graduated a large senior
Class and will be forced to replace
experienced leaders with many firsttime athletes.
"Last year was just a special team,
and everything just kind of fell into
place," said Jared, whose team opened
its season last week."Not only did we
have seniors, but we had a lot of really good leadership.
"... This year, our numbers are as
high as they were last year, but we're

2010 PREP
TRACK & FIELD

Calloway County
Coach: Keit Jared lain seasem
Returning state qualifier*: Emily Chnsman
(100 hurdles). Dylan Hams 1800 run), Ryan
Thunnan 13200 run), Tyrrell Willis (shot put',
discus'). Maine Mikulcik (discus). Abby Futrell
(long jump), girls 4X800 relay (Kelsey Gray.
Abby Futrell). boys 4x800 reiar (Dylan Harris,
Ryan Thurman), boys 4x100 relay (Tyrrell
Willis. Robby Fnedrichl. girls 4x400 relay
(Bethany Harlan, Sumer Starks, Abby Futrell)
boys 4x400 relay (Dylan Hams)

SOFTBALL DROPS TWO
TO OVC-LEADING
UT MARTIN
-

' - defending stale chamoon
LAKEFtS' SCHEDULE
April 2 Race tor Me Cure at Marshall Co loons"ft
17 Hopeinsvefe Invitational 20: CALLOWAY4AURRAY
ALL-COMERS. 24: Kenwood invitational at Clarksvike
Tenn , 27: CALLOWAYMURRAY DUEL MEET
May 7: Tweight Relays at Marshall Co 11: CALLOWAY1AURRAY Fill, THE LANES
IS CAL LOWAYMIJRRAY ALL COMERS 291 Class AA Regic,
I CharnpionshiPs
Juno 4-5 KHSAA State Championships at Urwiths,t,
of Louse/Me

Love helps
pitch Breds
to comeback
victory

TOMMY DILLARD /

high jumper Kennedy Crawford gets set to clear
this bar during a meet last season. The Lakers gradua
ted a large
senior class but return a handful ot athletes with state
experience.
HOME MEETS IN ALL CAPS ALL HOME MEETS
shot put and discus duow.
signed to tun cross country and track
HELD AT MURRAY STATE'S ROY STEWART STADI.
Another area of expenence on the with Owensboro's Brescia
UM
University.
boys side for Jared is in distance runThe two could forrn one-half of
teaching kids how to come off blocks,
ning, where senior Dylan Harris and another 4x800 team, but
Jared said he
what a high jump even means and how junior
Ryan Thurman return from the hasn't decided whether he will
field
to jump a hurdle. It just depends on 4x800
squad that captured state last such a squad this season.
how hard they work and how far we year.
"I would love to be able to put
can come."
Thurman is fresh off a second- together another 4x8 team.
but I'm not
Calloway will have a shot at bnngplace finish in Class AA at the state going to do it if they're not
going to be
ing home state gold once again as
cross country championships in competitive." he said. "I don't
want to
Willis retums to defend his titles in the Novemb
er while Harris recently
See CCHS,2C
CallOway County

By MSU Sports InformoDon
Alex Lo%e came out of the bullpen and
threw four innings of three-hit shutout basebal'
to help Murray State rally, and then hold on f
a 6-5 victory over Behnont Tuesday afterno 'r:
at Shelby Park.
Love(3-0)entered th.f! game with the F.As
trailing by two runs and allowed only twi nase
runners to reach second ba.se over the ne four
innings. He struck out four and did Me A alk a
batter. McGaha eamed his second
of the
season as he got the only hitter h faced to
ground out to short to end the gam
MSU put together a two-out
m the
sixth to take their first lead of the _any. Daniel
Hill and Drew Pixley singled vs,lh one. before
Hill was retired at third on a fie!der's choice to
third. Brandon Elliott drove one run with a
double to left center and I.\ le Tiernan followed with a two-run douhic down the leftfield line. Elliot Frey drove in the fourth run of
the inning as he dropped a single in front of the
right fielder.
MI See HSU,2C
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Lakers, Lady Lakers dominate Marshall

MURRAY DROPS
OPENER TO GRAVES

Graves' Bob Cone defeated Charlie Watson
8-1.
In doubles, Darnell and McReynolds
beat Estes and Cone 6-0, 6-0, Vasquez and
Qualls took down Flentge and Glover 8-0
and Fortenbery and Nick Holt teatned up to
defeat English and Harrington 8-1.

Staff Repori
Calloway County played its way into the
winning column in both boys and girls
action

against

Marshall

County

On

Tisworth 8-2 and Ashley

player

Roach fell to

Shandra Sullivan 8-0.

On the girls side, the Lady Lakers
defeated the Lady Marshals 7-2, winning
five of six singles matches and two of three

In doubles action, Clause and Etheridge
beat Hendrickson and Henson 8-2, Orduna
and Love beat Davis and Tisworth 8-2 and

in doubles.

Hopkins and

In boys action, Calloway No. I Jake
Darnell shut out Hunter Estes 8-0. Karlo
Vasquez defeated Dylan Harrington 8-0,

Roach fell to Shees and

Thompson 8-7.
The Laker, host

St Nlary today at 4 p.m.
Murray drops opener to Graves

The Qualls beat Austin English 8-2, Matt
McReynolds won 8-0 against Andy Glover
and Zach Fonenbery beat Coleman Flentge
8-3.
came

I

Davis 8-0, Audra Hopkins defeated Attie
Skees 8-2, Ali Love beat Kelcie Thompson
8-2, Laura Orduna knocked off Jessie

matches and sweeping the doubles competition.

loss

No.

8-1

On the boys side, the Lakers picked up
an 8-1 victory, taking five out of six singles

Lakers' lone

side,

Hannalore Clause beat Chloe Hendrickson
while Teela Etheridge beat Summer

on

Tuesday.

. The

girls

the

Graves

dominated

Graves County flexed its muscle.s
in a 7-2 win over Calloway County

Murray's lone winner on the boys side
was Drew Kelleher, who defeated Chase
Wooley 8-6 in the No. 2 spot.
The Tigers did engage the Eagles in two
down-to-the-wire singles matches before
falling. No. 2 player Jonathan Thiede fell to
Preston

Simmons

just two hits while Cailloway dug its
own grave by committing eight
en-ors:.
Laker pitching held Graves to
nisi _Mtn- hits. but the Fagles capitalized on Calloway's poor defensive
outing.
Garrett Cowen

tumed

in

a

suong start but took the loss for
Calloway. toss* three and one-

In doubles action, the team of Alexander
and Kelleher won six games against their
Graves County opponents but fell 8-6.
On the girls side, Murray's only victor
was Hannah Riley in the No. 7 slot. Riley

The Murray tennis teams played their
first match of the season at Graves County
on Tuesday and suffered defeats at the
hands of the Eagles.

Murray will host Marshall County on
Thursday at 4 p.m.

MSU
From Page 1C

tifth and final inning. giving up one
run on two hits and striking out

commanding 7-1 lead.

iNVO.

Calloway. plated its fmal run of
the game in the top of the seventh
inning after holding Graves SLIXt-

With the win, Murray improves
to 3-2 on the season while Lyon

and went to second on a wild
pitch. Frey drove in the runner
with a single back through the

County falls to 0-2.

middle.

less for two consecutive frames.
Cody

Redden

provided

Calloway.'s only extra-base hit of
the nnzlit on a double.
the

The Lakers return to action at
McCracken
Comity

Tournament on Friday. Calloway
will play at Heath and take on the
host Pirates at 6:15 p.m. and then
battle Beechwood at 8:30 p.m.
On Saturday', Calloway faces
Sikeston (Mo.)at St Mary at 11:30
a.m. then battles Herrin (111.) at
Reidland at 2:30 p.m

Manny IS, Lyon Co. 3

The Lyons got on the board first,
holding Murray scoreless in the top
of the first inning and plating nvo
runs in the bottom half. But the
Tigers were quick to answer in the
third, sccnng three nuas to take a
lead they' wouldn't lose.
Murray added another nal in the
thirdand blitzed Lyon County
pitching in the fourth with eight
runs. The Tigers added six more in
the top of the fifth
Six Tigers notched multi-hit
games, with Sweeney the most productive in terms of drivaig in mils.
David Vinson went 2-for-4 with
three runs scored and fv.o RBI
while Adams helped out Ins own

out four batters.

tune of 18-3 Toesday in Eddyville.

With the loss, C.alloway falls to
2-3 on the season while Graves

Aron Sweeney led the Tigers at
the plate, going 3-for-4 and driving
in six runs while scoring two him.-

canse by going 2-for-3, driving in
two runs and scoring one run.

in half.
Things began to get out of hand
Mr the Lakers in the third as Gras.'es

The Breds added an insurance
run in the eighth as Tieman singted to center field with two outs

plated two more runs and then
added thnee
the fourth to take a

Murray notched a double-digit
victory in its second consecutive
outing, blasting Lyon County to the

Crraves took the lead with nvo
runs in the bottom of the second
inning, but Calloway fought back
with a run in the third to cut the lead

while

Ryan
Alexander lost to Josh Hawkins 9-7 in the
No. 4 spot.

third innings and surrendenng one
eamed run or two hits and striking

improves to 3-1.

9-8

Brock

Downey

was 2-for 5

Austin Adams got the starting
nod on the mound arid tossed four

with a run and an RBI while Tanner
Richerson want 2-for-3 with two
runs scored. lan Heskett was 2-for4 with a run.

innings, surrendering two runs on
four hits. Adams struck out six hitters and walked four.

The Tigers return to action
Thursday in a 4th District rnatchup
at Corrununity Christian. First pitch

self.

Savvyer Latwson pitched the

is set for 5 p.m.

Racers dmp two to(NC
leadbig UT Martin
The Murray State softball team
dmpped a pair of mid-week Ohio
Valley Conference games to UT
Racers (7-17, 2-4

Martin. The

OVC) lost 6-0 in the opening
garne before falling 1 I-3, in five
innings in the second game to the

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better-than we can!
211 S 12th St • Murray. KY • 753-3415
•Van

Sophomore Megan Glosser
two

added

hits,

Wilson

while junior Taylor
and freshman Kaitlyn

England each recorded one.

Football props for
scrimmage
"the Murray. State football tearn

2010 NASCAR Sprint Cup scnedule
and *tending*
By The Associated Piers
Feb 6 -- x.-8,./ctwe,ser Shootout ;Kevin
Harvick)
Feb. 11 - Gatorade Duel 1 (Jimmie
JOhnliOn)
Feb 11 - x -Gatorade Duel 2 (Kasey
Kahne)
Feb
14 - Daytona 500 lJamie
McMurray)
Feb. 21 - Aulo Club 500 (Jimmie
Johnson)
Feb
-- Shelby American Las Vegas
(Jimr iv Johnson)
March 7 - Koball Tools 500 (Kurt
Busch)
March 21 -- Food City 500. Bnstol.
Tenn (Jimmie Johnson)
March 28 -- Goody's Fast Pam Relief
500. Martinsville. Va (Denny hitunlim
Aprit 10 -- Subway Fresh Fit 600
Avondate. Ariz
April 18 -- Samsung Motile 500, Fort
Worth. Texas
Apnl 25 - Aaron's 499 Tailadega Ala
May 1 -- Crown Royal Presents The
Heath Calhoun 400 Flochmond. Vs
May 8 - Southern 500 Dartingion, S C
May 16 -• Autism Speaks 400, Dover.
Del
May 22- x-Spnnt Showdown, Concord.
t4 C
May 22 - x-NASCAF1 Spnnt All-Star
Race, Concord, N.0
May 30 - Coca-Coie 600. Concord
NC
June 6- Pocono 500, Long Pond. Pa
June 13 - Heluva Goodi Sour Cream
Dips 400, Brooklyn, Mich.
junto 20 - Toyota/Save Mart 350.
sonoma. Caw
June 27 -- Lenox Industnal Tools 301
Loudon. N H
July 3 - Coke Zero 400 Powered By
Coca-Cois Daytona Beach, Fla
July 10 - - LrteLock com 400. Joliet. III
July 25 -- Bnckyard 400 Indianapolts
Aug 1 - Pennsylvania 500, Long Pond,

and

tackle

Rodercik Teat'.. 'They also have
expenence
sophomores Andy
Mahoney and
along

with

Brock

redshin

Rydecki.

ing six.

Murray picked up its first win
of the 2010 season with a 5-4
victory over Crittenden County

providing Murray's only extrabase hit of the day. a double. and.
stealing a base.
Sarah Crouch went 2-for-5 at

on Tuesday at Lady Tiger Field.
Four

freshman

Lady

Tigers

posted

Darren Baker.
Junior college
transfer C.J. Matthews looks to

Winchester tossed seven strong

make an immediate impact up

innings as Murray evened

front.

Emily Benson went 2-for-4 at'
the plate and scored two runs.
while
Julia
Curtis
and
Winchester each went 2-for-4
and plated one run. Winchester
helped out her own cause by

Staff Report

three starters frorn last sea.son in
guards Raymond Hopson and
Mundella,

runs. two of which were earned,.
on five hits and struck out seven
Lady Rocket batters while walk-

TiitIitsDA1' NIGHT

multi-hit games and

Chelcie

the.

and

Amancha

Winchester was 2-for-4. Haley
Armstrong went 1 -for-4 and
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Steel Erecti

Births rei
to Mr. and 1

Lady Tigers notch
first victory

of the Spring. The Racers were un
shells in preparation for the their

Dylan

Pa
Aug 8
Heluva Good Sou. L.ream
Dips at The Glen Wanuns Glen. N Y
Carlax 40(i. Brooklyn, Mich ,
Aug 15
Irwin Tools Night Race.
Aug 21
Bristol Tenn
Sep 5 -- Labor Day Ctassw 500,
Hampton Ga
Sep 11 --- Richmond 400, Richmond.
Va
Sep 19 -- Sytvania 300 Loudon. N H
Sep 26 - AAA 400, Dover, Del
Oct 3 - Price Chopper 400. Kansas
Crty. Kan
Oct 10 - Pepsi Max 400, Fontana
Calf,
Oct 115 - NASCAR Banking 500,
Concord. N C
Oct 24 -- TUMS Fast Rehel 500
Martinsville Va
Oct 31 - AMP Energy 500. Talladega.
Ala
Nov 7 -- Lone Star 500 Fort Worth
Texas
Nov 14 -- Anzona 500 Avondale Ariz
Nov 21 - Ford 400 Homestead Fla
x-rion-points race
---2010 Driver Standings
1 Jimmie Johnson 898
2 Greg Brffie 884
3 Matt xerisetri. 882
4 Kevin Haryick, 837
5 Jeff Burton, 785
6 Kurt Busch, 776
7 Jeff Gordon. 773
8 Tony Stewart. 770
9 Clint Bowyer 747
10 Dale Earnhardt Jr 739
11 Paul Menard 735
12 Bnan Vickers, 734
13 Joey Logan°. 728
14 Cart Edwards, 727
15 Denny Hamlin. 710
16 Kyle Busch, 703
17 Mark Marlin. 684
18 Martin Truax
. 668
19 Jame) McMurray, 654
20 Kasey Kahne, 620

PREP SOFTBALL

LADY TIGERS
WILL HOST
LIVINGSTON
CENTRAL

; Tien yei
Publish'

rapher Bert
Births r

NASCAR SCOREBOARD

returned to the field early this
morning :or their eighth practice

second scrimmage on Fnday.
One of the key factors for the
Racers in 2010 will be the play of
the offensive line. MSU returns

air

Stile Auto
frisof
•

Skyhawks (16-4, 7-0 OVC).
Freshman Ellyn Troup led
MSU with three hits on the d.ay,
including a double in game two.

IWOAlPtCP

Haverstock Insurance Agency

tan s

defeated Emily Riley 7-5.
The doubles team of Jantzen Sparks and
Maddie Cohoon won six games before
falling 8-6 in the No. 3 doubles match.

when

on Tuesday in Mayfield.
The Eagles limited the Lakers to

in

The Lady Tigers suffered the same fate.
dropping all the doubles points and all but
one of the singles points.

Lakers fall to region favorite Graves

.
Mal Most
Virst Region preseason favorite

Murray.

matches, winning all of the doubles points
and ell but one of the singles matches.

PREP BASEBALL

TIGERS THUMP
LYON COUNTY.,
GET OVER .500

'Murray I

at 5:30

p.m.

•CCHS
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wear out Ryan and Dylan for
their individual events, but I
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think it's something we can do if
a couple other guys step up."

$33
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Junior Robby Friedrich, who
Jared says is keeping up with
Harris and Thurman in practice.
is a likely candidate for one of
those spots. Jared could fill in
the fourth with either senior

$39
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Ua Herbicide

$9

5C. pour,:s
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•
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"Individually, none of those
girls are the best in the region..

in anything from the 400 to the
two-mile.
Harris placed eighth at state
in the 800 meter last season.

Limestone

S4rebt melth
ICi:

4;2,11

He calls Futrell 'the best pure
athlete' on the team. but her
chief events are also yet to be
decided.
"All of us (coaches) are kind
of battling for her," Jared said.

but

think as a team, they can:
with any other four:

compete

girls." Jared said. "I think that's
where this team will be -may not have an outstanding:
individual, but we'll get some.
lower places and we'll throw

but
that's
where most of our experience
is," Jared said. "We just don't

"She's probably' our fastest in
the 100. 200 anti 4110. and she's
very competitive in the 800. She

know what some of our athletes'
main events are going to be yet."

some relays in there that can be

can

competitive."

do long jump and

high

ICt tJ

•MHS

•

99 Pelletel

at state last

at this time last season.

"We're going to be kind of

t
1 .""

The 4x800 team placed I 1th

Chrisman only has a couple

17th and retums Futrell and seJi;
iors Bethany Harlan and Sumer.
Starks.

distance-focused,

•

again this season.

Calloway's extended girls basketball season, but Jared says
she is already ahead of her pace

of competing

Mom-Sorryl
Dinner ran
crazy lets' I
Don't wait I
up,
-Cookle I

tive at a state level."
Jared expects relays will also:
be a strength for the girls squad.:

As far as individual events
go, Jared isn't sure where his

or

runners fit in. Thurman went to
state in the 3200 meter nin last

00 South:en States
44 10-10-10 Fertilizer

ootrd

It's those athletes who will
likely carry the Lady Lakers

out where she can help the teatn
the most and be most competi-

year and retums
Futrell and junior Kelsey Gray
while the 4x400 team placed

year but is capable

KY Beef Exteader

hurdles) and sophomore Abby
Futrell (long jump).

.

"We can also fit her in otu
relays. but we can't use her in
everything. We have to figure

of weeks of practice under her
belt after arriving late due to

Armstrong

Colby Fox.

00 Gly-4 Plus

Alaina Mikulcik (discus throw),
juniot Emily Chrisman (100

jump.

junior

Aaron

1 0- 1

On the girls side, the Lakers
retum three athletes with individual state experience-senior

$2599

Kentucky 31 Tall
Fescue
50 sounds iJoht
:larse textve ides'
te aver lige Lawn use
r PVC

develop some different events because she has
dreams of going to West Point and running track."

10 seeds Specie txknO
swan fescue; 021-42713

Another Tiger who will have a chance to challenge for a state title is junior Matt Deese. Deese

$19"

Southern States
Calloway Service

110 East Sycamore • Murray, KY 42071 • 270-753-1423
SOUTHERN'STATES

Brands you trust. People who know.

From Page 1C

Statesman Turf
Typo Tall Fescue
Grass Seed Stead

placed eighth in the shot put in 2009, and Boggess
says he has already added four feet to his distance.
Senior pole vaulters Michael Orr and Ryan
Greer will toss their names in the potential suite
championship hat. as well. Orr placed second in

:TOW Sewnw. Siaton Crover.r•
Utorved

events, where Boggess says he is still looking
for
ways to score points.
He expects to qualify every boys relay
squad
for the state championships.
Wicks anchors the sprinters while Gong
and:
Christian Duncan are both strong in the
middle:
distances.

2009 with a leap of 11-06 while Greer was fourth
at 11-00.

.
Senior Stephen Fonest is a returning
hurdIer:
while Chase Damell and Ryan Miller are
distance
specialists.

Senior Paul Gong will have a chance to bring
home state gold in the 400 meter dash after placing ninth last year. He came in as the No. 2 seed

On the girls side, the Lady Tigers should
bd
especially strong vaulters - Boggess expects
tti
claim the top two spots at regionals.

but didn't run a strong race and will have some-

Sophomore Sue Fields is a newcomer who will
anchor the Lady Tiger throwers. Junior
Hannah
McAllister will he Murray's strongest
sprint
while seventh-grade distance runner
Kenzie,/
Sparks is fresh off a second-place finish at
crosl

thing to prove this season.

Prices good from 4/01/10 to 4/10/10

On the boys side, Murray appears strong
across
with the exception of the jumping,

the board

Other returning Tigers with state expenence
include Selina LaJeret (400 meter dash), Brandon
Wicks (200 meter dash), Robert Olive (discus
throw) and Kristina Keifer (pole vault).

country regionals.
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Looking Back
Teo years ago
Published is a picture of a
welder from Bandi's Welding &
Steel Erection :tacking down a beam
prior to final installation dunng
the construction of an addittion
to Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints on South 16th Street.
Die photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Births reported include a boy
to Randy and Karen Kuykendall.
March 1; a girl to Shane and
Shannon Change, March 15; a
boy to Chad and Amy Boike,
March 20.
Calloway County High School
Ulcers won 4-2 over Graves County Eagles in a baseball game. Bill
Cowan is the Lakers' head coach.
Twenty years ago
: Published is a picture of State
Superintendent for Public Instruction John Brock speaking at a meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.at
Pagliat's.
Michael D. Strickland, athletic director of Murray State Umx;ersity, was the speaker at a meeting of the Murray Liens Club at
the Murray Wt/1114111'S Club house.
Births reported include a girl
to Carla and Richard Lemmons
and a girl to Susan and Alvin
Fisher, March 29.
Rev. Jack Geurin is the pastor of West Fork Baptist Church
Thirty years ago
Published is a picture of Donald Crawford of Murray Postalfice sorting through a portion of
the 8.000 - 1980 census forms
that will be delivered locally.
James Lee Harnion, a 1952
graduate of Hazel High School
and now president of Trucks, Traitors & Buses of Murray, will be
the featured spealcer at the annual meeting of the Hazel High
School Alumni reunion on April
5, at the Hazel community Center.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Ricky King and
a girl to Mr. arid Mrs. Mickey
Arnett, March 13: a girl to Mr

and Mrs. Don Moms, March 17;
a boy to Mr. and Mrs Ricky Lee
Weatherford, March 19; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs.Connie Gay Webb,
March 22, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Tidwell. March 24
Forty years ago
An armed rubbery occurred
March 30 at I I 14 p.m. at the
Convenient Food Market in the
Northside Shopping Center on
Chestnut Street Taken were $1.000
in cash from the store, according
to the Murray Police Department.
Army Capt. Stanley L. Dulin
has received the Bronze Star while
serving in Pleiku. Vietnam.
Dr. Kenneth Harrell, chairman
of the History Department of Murray. State University, has been
named as the new dean of Graduate School and director of Extension at the university.
Ft'5 years ago
rated States Representative
Frank Albert Stubblefield of Murray was runong five of the U.S.
representatives who were assured
of renomination without opposition as the deadline for filing has
passed
The 19th anniial membership
meeting of the Calloway County
Soil Improvement Association,
Inc., will be April 1 at 7 p.m. at
the Little Auditorim of Murray
State College. Ben Butler. former
Kentucky Conunissioner of Agriculture. will be the speaker.
A recent birth reported at the
Murray Hospital was a boy to
Mr. and Mrs Lawrence Overby'.
Sixty years ago
Twenty-one census takers for
Calloway County started their work
today.
Carolyn Vaughn of Murray was
elected president and La Vora
Holland of Hardin as vice president of Beta Nu Chapter of Alpha
Sigam Alpha sorority at Murray
State College
Showing at the Varsity Theater is 'Mother Is A Freshman'
starring Loretta Young and Van
Johnson

COMICN / FEATURES
Wife thinks stay-at-home
dad needs to get up and go
DEAR ABBY: I have been
marned to 'Roy" for 27 years.
For the past 14, he has been
a stay-at-home dad. He took
on the pnmary job of raising
our two kids. now ages 13
and 16. while my career soared.
'The problem
is, we never
agreed
to
this arrangement.
Roy left
his job at a
critical time
out of anger
and missed
out on some
major
retraining.
By Abigail
He kept sayVan Buren
ing he'd start
his
own
business or get work. but he
never did. Ile also never made
up for the loss in skills. Instead.
he stayed home. moped about,
and now at 56 would have
serious difficulty finding a job
in his field if he wanted to.
(I don't think he really wants
to anymore.)
Roy is not happy or fulfilled being at home and does
nothing to get going on anything else. I'm so frustrated
with him I can no longer stand
it. I'm ashamed that I let this
happen. For the last few years
I have told him repeatedly he
has to get busy with a career.
go back to school, something
-- anything -- or else. But each
deadline I set passes with no
change. Should I leave him?
-- MISERABLE IN MINNESOTA
DEAR MISERABLE: Not
yet. Your husband may be
chronically depressed, which
is why he mopes around and

Dear Abby

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, March
31, the 90th day of 2010. There
are 275 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History.
On March 31, 1968, at the
conclusion of a nationally' broadcast address on Vietnam, President Lyndon B. Johnson stunned
hi's audience by declaring. "I shall
not seek, and I will not accept.
the nomination of my party for
another term as your President
On this date:
In 1492, King Ferdinand and
1:3

Queen Isabella of Spain issued
an edict expelling Jews from Spanish soil, except those willing to
convert to Christianity.
In 1880. Wabash, Ind., became
the first town in the world to be
illuminated by electrical lighting.
In 1889, French engineer Gustave Eiffel unfurled the French
tricolor frotn atop the Eiffel Tower.
officially muting its completion.
In 1935, Congress approved,
and President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed, the Emergency Conservation Work Act, which creat-

ed the Civilian Conservation Corps.
In 1976, the New Jersey
Supreme Court ruled that Karen
Ann Quinlan, who was in a persistent vegetative state, could be
disconnected from her respirator.
(Quinlan, who remained unconscious, died in 1985.)
In 1995, Mexican-American
singer Self. Quintanilla-Perer. 23.
was shot to death in Corpus Chnsti.
Texas, by the founder of her fan
club. Yolanda Saldivar. who was
convicted of murder and sentenced
to life in prison
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Dear Abby is written by
kbigail Nan Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips.
and was founded by her mother. Pauline Phillips.
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has given up on establishing
himself independent of you.
Instead of giving Roy more
ultimatums that are never
enforced, encourage him to
talk to a psychologist. It isn't
as though he has spent the
last 15 years being idle. If
your children are living up to
their potential. his time has been
well spent being a nurturing
parent.
While I understand your
frustration at being the sole
breadwinner, recognize that you
are not alone in that role these
days. Many women are the
heads of households. and they
are not dumping their husbands en masse. Also, if your
situation hasn't met both your
needs it would have been over
by now.
So before making any hardand-fast decision about leaving, consult an attorney and
gain some insight about divorce
laws in Minnesota, because
regardless of what you decide,
yoU could find yourself supporting Roy for an extended
period of time.
•••
DEAR ABBY: When we
were younger. my sister "Kara"
and I were sexually abused by
our pastor. Kara is now in
counseling because of this, and
she's insisting I do the same.
I told her I have no need
for or desire to get therapy,
and now she's angry with me.
What my sister doesn't know
is that 1 submitted to our pastor willingly. When I became
pregnant by him at 16, I lied
to my family and told them
the child was a result of a
one-night stand.
I am no longer involved
with this man, although we parted on good terms and he continues to support our child.
Should I tell my sister the
truth so she'll understand why
I airn reluctant to seek counseling? -- CONFLICTED IN
MASSACHUSETTS
DEAR
CONFLICTED:
You should not only tell your
sister the truth. you should
also join her in sonic of those
counseling sessions. While you
had sex with your pastor "willingly," you were underage.
What the man did was predatory and statutory rape If he
would do this to you and your
sister. what makes you think
he isn't doing it to other young
girls right now?
By staying silent. you may
be enabling him to continue.
If you are doing it for the
money. there are other ways
of getting support for your
child. Please' rethink this.
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Lose the Battle, Win the War
South dealer
Last returned the ien of hearts. South
Both sides vulnerable.
fidlowed low, whereupon West madc
NORTH
the extraordinary play ol the queen
•10 8
of hearts!
•A 7 5 4
West knew that he was handing
•KQJ 105
South an extra heart trick by os ertak•7 5
mg his partner's ten ot hearts with
WEST
EAST
the queen, since dechuer was marked
• 64
•Q 9 7 3 2
v.ith foe heart jack But West reali/ed
•Q 9 8 2
•K 10
at the stone iime that if be allowed
•A 9 7 3
•8 2
I,ast's ten to hold the inck, his part•.1 9
•()10 4 3
ner would he unable to lead a third
sotiTH
hcan to force out diannly's ace
•A K 5
Declarer could do no better than
111 tS 1
win die heart queen with Pie ace,.
•6 4
lead a club to his ace and rcturn a
*A K 8 6 2
diamond West billowed low, of
The bidding:
course. arid dimini)'s len won the
South
West
North
Fast
trick.
1
Pass
•
Pass
South's only remaining hope
1 NT
Pass
2 NI
Pass
no% v.as 10 Find the clubs dis ided i•
3 NI
3, so he played the king and another
Opening lead
two of hearts.
club. But when the clubs prosed
There are times when a defender be divided 4-2, he had to go down
must has e the courage of his convic- one
tions and make a play. that sacrifices
Now let's go back to trick two and
a trick in the interests of deleating see what happens 11 WeS1 0.10V.11.1
the contract For 4 pnme exarnple, 0% eriake I ast s tcn of hearts with the
take this case where Wcsi had to play queen. The ten wins. and Last pmbaexceptionally well to ache.v e the bly shifts to a loss siva& at owls
desired goal.
three. Declarer wins. fiwees out the
West made the normal lead of a ace of diamonds arid winds up with
heart against three notrump. nine tricks consisting of !Our diaDeclarer played low from dummy. monds, two spades. two cluhs and a
and Last won with thc king. When heart.
Tomorrow: (taste makes waste
salt
%.•Iciat are le,
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ACROSS
Spackle relative
6 Lion-tamer's
prop
11 Lady from
Toledo
12 Substitute
pitcher
14 Fighting (2
was.)
15 'Broom Hilda"
cartoonist
17 College deg
18 Library sect.
19 Acid rain
watchdog
20 Jean- -- Picard
21 Long-active
volcano
23 Crumb toter
24 Victoria. to
Albert
25 Consequences
27 Embezzlement.
e.g.
28 Sleep-stage
acronym
29 Mao — -tung
2

3

30 Work. as clay
33 Goes
37 Brooks and
Ferrer
38 Family member
39 Luau staple
40 Joan Van —
41 Three before V
42 First space lab
43 Camper. perhaps
44 Eat to excess
46 Angle iron
47 Pop singer -Brewer
49 in actuai fact
51 Privacy violator
52 Paves the vvay
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blood and deprives the body of
necessary nutrients Finally, activity such as frequent heavy lifting. sitting tor hours al a lime al
work. or playing high-impact sports
can cause problems
Over-the-counter nonsteroidal
anti-inflammatory drugs NSAIDs)
or topical creanis might relieve
sonte symptoms. If you are a runner or enjoy high-impact activity.
consider making a change to something less strenuous. Cold compresses should work to reduce
inflammation initially. Following
that. consider using heat. Comersative treatment can include water
aerobics, gentle yoga, tai chi,
acupuncture. massage and physical therapy. 17,xercise in moderation is endorsed. Bed rest maybe necessary for a day or two.
however. inactivity isn't always a
good thing Too much rest will
result in a loss of muscle strength.
which will make symptoms worse
and delay recovery.
osteoarthntis affects almost
everyone as we age it is a tom,
disease caused by the breakdown
of cartilage. commonly occurring
in the hips. knees, feet anti spunHealthy cartilage is smooth. flexible and elastic. allowing for easy
movement. With osteoarthritis. the
surface ot the cartilage softens.
frays and cracks. With continued
breakdown. the ends of bones
thicken and form spurs at points
where ligaments attach to bone.
Again. normal wear and tear
of the joints over time is to blame.
Treatment is aimed at controlling
pain. preventing joint deformity
and, most importantly. maintaining movement. NSAIDs might be
taken for relief of symptoms. Rest.
protection of the affected joint(s).
yoga. water aerobics and physical therapy' might he endorsed.
Exercise 14 vital to maintain movement.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
recently been diagnosed with
deeenerative disc disease I am
69 and :its,. have osteoarthritis
My symptoms arc groin. knee.
hip and thigh pain - all on the
lett side What treatment would
you ICCOMmend? I take
12 prescription medications and 13
supplements.
fin allergic to
penicillin.
Demerol,
codeine and
vancomycin.
DEAR
READER
The spine is
By
made up of
Dr. Peter Gott
bones called
vertebrae A disc that contains a
soft. jelly like inner layer cushions each vertebra. The discs an
our backs can be compared with
shock absorbers on a car. Dunng
activity. they absorb jarring and
movements while allowing you to
bend and flex in a variety of
positions
As we age. the normal wear
and tear on these "shock absorbers"
is known as disc degeneration.
The discs may lose some of their
water content. making them less
capable of performing as effectively as they did before. The
result is pain. numbness, weakness and the inability to function
effectively. Risk factors other than
age include height, excess body
weight, a history of smoking and
physical activity. Men taller than
5 feet I I inches and women taller
than 5 feet 7 inchex have an
increased risk for developing disc
disease. The additional weight
some people carry puts more stress
on discs. A history of smoking
decreases oxygen levels in the
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16

10 Snub
11 Cavalry
weapon
13 Aspect
16 Sudden urges
20 Perjure
22 Mystiques
23 Cash dispenser
24 Nutritious
grain
26 Conducted
27 Kitchen meas.
29 Kayo count
30 Sears rival
31 The jitters
32 Moose kin
33 Gridiron's —
Flutie
34 Digress
35 Prelims
36 Apologetic
38 Thong
41 Just OK
(hyph.)
44 Prizm mixer
45 Before.
poets
46 Scale notes
48 TLC provider
50 Apip, 04
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Loan changes said to help
students, community colleges

Pnoto provided
DISTINGUISHED RATINGS: Murray High School Band
students recently received 79 distinguished ratings
and nine proficient
ratings on their solo and/or ensemble perfor
mances at Murray State University's Solo and
Ensemble Festival. ''Wo are
extremely proud of our students participation and succes
s with the Solo iind Ensemble Festival,' commen
ted Chris Yoe, MHS
band director.
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Obama to allow some
offshore oil drilling
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WASHINGTON (AP) — In a
reversal of a long-standing ban
on most offshore drilling,
President Barack Obama is
allowing oil drilling 50 miles
off Virginia's shorelines. At the
same time, he is rejecting some
new drilling sites that had been
planned in Alaska.
Obama's plan offers few concessions to environmentalists,
who have been strident in their
opposition to more oil platforms off the nation's shores.
Hinted at for months, the plan
modifies a ban that for more
than 20 years has limited
drilling along coastal areas
other than the Gulf of Mexico.
Obama was set to announce
the
new
drilling
policy
Wednesday at Andrew's air base
in Maryland. White House officials pitched the changes as
ways to reduce U.S. reliance on
foreign oil and create jobs.

WASHINGTON rAPi -- • Bigger grams for college students who
need them. Relaxed payment terrns for students with loans. Mortrnone!,. tor community colleges and historically black institutions
The 142,,e that President Barack ()barna signed Tuesday could mean
big c angea for haul-pressed students and colleges as the government
becomes the primary issuer of student loans. But just *horn will that
affect and how'
Q: What does the overhaul of student lending do?
A: Basically, it cuts biusks out of the government-backed shakint
loan business. Money for the loans has come either directly frorn the
government or through pnvate fmanctal institutions. which have col,
li-ood trillions of dollars in federal subsidies to protect against
default.
Under the changes, banks will no longer act as middlemen, and all
colleges and universities must switch to the direct lending program
by July 1. Many already have made the switch in anticipation cif the
new law,
Private lenders can still make student loans that are not backed by
the government, arid they will continue to have contracts to service
some federal loans. But the de
, :epiesents a stgmticant change
in what has been a multibillion-dollar business for the banking industrY
Q: How much money will the government save?
.
A: Taxpayers will save $68 billion over the next 11 years,
according to the Congressional Budgxt(Mice.
Q: Wbst will Mama do with the money? How will this affect
students and their parenta?
A: A chunk of the savings will go toward Pell Grants
for college
students — to award rnore grants and to provide larger amounts
Community colkges and institutions with predominantly minority
populations also will receive funding.
Q:
the changes bring down college costs?
A: Sorry, no. Obarna acknowledged as much before signing
the bill
when he urged colleges and universities to "do their
part- to hold
down costs.
Q: OK, what exactly is happening to Pell Grants?
A: More than $40 billion will go toward the grants, which
are targeted toward students from low- and moderate
-income families.
Between 2013 and 2017. the maximum award will
increase to $5,975
from S5,550. l'he administration also expects
rnore than 820,000
additional awards to be made by the 2020-20
21 academic year
because of the changes.
Some of the money will address shortfalls in the Pell
Grant program that developed because students were qualifyi
ng for more and
larger grants. More than 6 million students received
such grants in the
2008-09 academic year, an increase of about 50
percent fddli a
decade earlier, according to the College Board.
Q: liow ebe will students benefit?
A: Students who have !ow incomes or meet certain
other eligibility requirements and who take out loans after July
1, 2014, will see
their payments limited to 10 percent of their discretio
nary income
after graduation. Current law caps payments at 15
percent of incoine.
For students who.make their loan payrnents on time,
ttte government will forgive die balance after 20 years, instead
of 25. Riblic
service wodcers — teachers, nurses, police officers
and those in the
military -- will see any remaining debt forgiven after
just 10 years of
repayment.
Q: Whet's ln the DCW
for community colleges?
Community colleges, which enroll more than 6
million students
and are growing fast, will receive $2 billion over
the next four years
For a competitive grant program to provide training
and education
programs. The grant program was created in the economi
c stimulus
enacted last year, but never funded.
Q: What about funding for institutions
dun serve mostly
minority student bodies?
These colleges and universities will shade $2.55
billion in additional funding over the next decade.
Q: Does aaybody lose las a result of the changes
?
A: Banks and other roan:lei monitions. Sallie Mae,
the b',,ggezit
student lender, haa about 8,500 employees in the
student toast program and has said close to one-third of than may
lose their jobs as a
result of tk overhaul. Sallie Mae still will have contracts
to service
federa I loans.
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You have questions? We
have answers. View our
educational video at
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